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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County

Largest Paid
Circulation-.
Both In City
And In County

United Press International

In Our 51st Year

Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, August 11, 1970

100 Per Copy

Vol. U(XXXI No. 189

Teachers Announced For City-County Schools
Students To Register In
City Schools August 26

service programs during the
The election and placement of Mildred lassister, Mrs. Mildred
Paintings,sculpture, ceramics,
school year," Schultz added.
the professional staff by the Dunn, Mrs. Betty Cassity, Mrs.
wood carvings, and needlepoint
This
summer
of
the
Calloway County Board of Martha Smith, and Mrs. Dianne
will be among the many exhibits
professional staff members have
Education has Seen announced Brown.
at the Arts and Crafts
earned advanced degrees and
by County School Superintendent, Almo—Thomas Rushing,
sponsored by the Murray Art
total of 19 have improved their
William Miller. In the an- Principal, Mrs. Beurdean
Guild at Land Between the Lakes
professional qualifications by
nouncement, Miller noted that Wrather, Mrs. Susan Jones, Miss
on August 15 and 16. The show,
The Board and administration attending instutes and summer
the Board does not have an Nancy Roberts, Mrs. Frances
which is open to all artists and
feel that this community is ex- school. Professional assignments
emergency teacher on its staff Pinkley, Mrs. Maurelle Nance,
craftsmen from western Kentremely fortunate to have such a from the 1970-71 school year are
and all people are properly Mrs. Dulcie Douglass, Mrs.
tuCky and Tennessee, will be held Raphael Jones, city letter
highly qualified group of teachers as follows:
certified and will be working in Linda Feltner, Mrs. Enid SNin the Conser4ation Education carrier for the past thirty-three
employed to teach the youth in Fred Schultz, Superintendent
either their major or minor field DERS, Mrs. Elaine Brown, Mrs.
Center between Center Station years, retired as of July 31
this community," Schultz said, of Schools; Preston Holland,
of preparation.
and Center Furnace from %a.m. because of physical disability.
Celia Grogan, Mrs. Jacquelyn
all staff continues self im- Assistant Superintendent; Mrs.
"Of' the 116 professional Cassity, Mrs. Patricia Lassiter,
until dusk.
Jones is a graduate of Murray
William Miller. . .
Eula
Mae
Doherty,
General
provement by improving their
positions staffed, there are 16 Mrs. Aline Steele, and Mrs.
Individuals or guilds are High School and began his work
County Superintendent
Fred Schultz. . .
professional qualifications, by Supervisor; Prentice L. Lassiter,
teachers who are in Rank I and Marion Bailey.
welcome to set up their exhibits with the local Post Office in 1937.
City Superintendent
Atteridllig summer school, and by Director of Pupil Personnel;
have nplethnnra of work Calloway—Howard Crittenden,
on a first-come-first-serve basis. The son of T. Rafe Jones and
'105vely participating in in- Mrs. Mary Louise Baker, Luna—
bove the Masters Degree, and 26 Principal, Eugene Chaney,
individual
Each
be Bertha Jones, Raphael is
will
chroom Supervisor; Miss Ruth
who have earned at least their
responsible
bringing, married to the former Maurine
for
Lassiter, Finance Officer.
Masters Degree having com- (Continued on Page Eight)
displayiag, aad sthying with his Abernathy of Adamsville,
MURRAY HIGH SCHOOL
own exhibit and will be respon- Tennessee. They have one son, . Mr. and *rs. William E. Collie pleted 30 hours above the B.S.,"
United Pres. international
Eli
Alexander—Principal,
akeee:::::::::::::::iaateeeeeeeeaaaaaaaaaate: sible for bringing any equipment, Tommy.
i
of Lexington returned recently Miller said.
Leon Miller—Assistant PrinThe assignment of all school
such as tables and easels, which Jones served during World War from a month's tour of Europe.
cipal, Joel • Atchison—Math,Mrs. KENTUCKY: Mostly cloudy may, • be . necessary, A few
by
is as follows:
persognel
II
bath
in
the
Aleutian
istands
The
was-sponsored
tour
loaaV through Tuesday nig,ht and
Ausünch .E
New - Concord—Bob Allen,
see will be provided in the and later in New Guinea and the
partly
cloudy
Wednesday. Widely
Rob Batley—English, Mrs.
PhilippinesBereniained
for
Coutaie
TheiTa
:
.-fre-W:
-4;;;:riiPiriiri
e
l
.Gr°gan
;
flare-'-flailier---- Zilidinee" scattered showers today
Picnic areas are provided some time an the far east in the Lexington to New York City Mrs. Dolly Redick, Mrs. Barbara
Counselor, Ronald Beshear— early tonight. Not much tem- within
the
Conservation
where they joined other members McCuiston, Mrs. Lorene McC,age,
perature
change.
Speech and Social Studies, Daniel
Highs today Education Center for visitors, army occupation in Japan.
Jones
has
served
as
Cubmaster
of
the tour for orientation. Places Mrs. Rudy Parks, Mrs. Anne
Blankenship—Industrial Arts and Wednesday upper 70s and and light refreshments will be
It's later than you think The
for
the
Carter
School
unit
of
included Amsterdam, Brinkley, Mrs. Marlene Beach,
the
visited
and Math, Mrs. Carolyn Sue 80s. Lows tonight mid 60s to low sold by the Murray Art Guild. In
A
and
dazed
shocked
Golden Rod is blooming.
Cub Scouts and also as Scout- Netherlands; Brussels, Belgium; and Shelton Bowen.
Bogard—Language Arts, Mrs. 70s.
case of bad weather the show will master of Troop 77 of the First Wiesbaden, Cologne and Baden- Lynn Grove—Freed Curd, population in Corpus Christe,
Joan Bowker—Vocal Music,
be postponed to the weekend of Christian Church. He served for Baden, Germany; Lucerne, Principal, Mrs. Ruth Calhoun, Texas, cobtinues the heart
Hats off to Houston-McDevitt for
Jerome Brandon—Sbciology,
August 22-23.
EXTENDED FORECAST
placing the concrete parking
three years'in each of these Switzerland; Innsbruck, Austria; Mrs. Agnes McDaniel, Mrs. Betty breaking task of picking up the
Health._
Mrs._ Margaret By United Press
Mrs.
l'ilargaret pieces left by Hurricane Celia—a
barriers along the sidewalk edge
International
positions
Venice, Florence, Rome and Jackson,
Crawford, Mrs. Juana Dodson, task made heavier by the almost
on Fourth Street. Cars parked Brown—English, Mt*. Geneva Ex-tendeal weather outlook for
Although
he
is
retiring,
Jones
Nice
Pisa,
Lyon
Marseille,
Italy;
Brownfield—Guidance Coun- Kentucky
along this area in their parking
Thursday. through
said that he still intended to be and Paris, France; and London, Mrs. Eleanor Miller, Mrs. Anne complete lack of power and
communicetion facilities.
Wood.
lot now do not stick out over the. selor, Mrs. Lynne Burnette— Saturday:
active ip various phases of England.
Kirksey—M. B. Rogers, More than 100,000 persons in
Widely
sidewalk.
scattered
thuncollimate
life.
group
also
The
visited
the
(Continued on Page Eight)
The Murray Police Depart- "I want to thank the com- principalities of Monaco and Principal, Mrs. Lillie Farris, the Corpus Christi area have
dershowers Thursday becoming
fair Friday and Saturday with a ment investigated a two car munity br the opportunity of Liechtenstein. In Monaco they Mrs. Laura Jennings, Mrs. Marie ,received emergency mass care
We have some passes to Ellis
44ititromeorrotorsiointiou41.41.•
c
i a from the Red Cross since
Park reale wasayieltineitinntalIMMO
aka
e
nter
omaa...waineara
f
itegt
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o
a
0
for'the
Unit
9
1
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1
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upper 70s to the upper 80s. Lows Chestnut Streets. No injuries Post Office, here in our grand special interest to Mrs. Collie Mrs. Duna Rogers, Mrs. Lucile the central Texas coast August 3.
Shrine golf tournament notes:
Over 10,000 persons remain in
will be in the upper 50s to the were reported.
city of Murray", Jones said who teaches French at Versailles Potts, Mrs. Annie Mae Hopkins,
Cars involved were a 1966 today. "I have enjoyed the was a side trip to Versailles, Paul D'Urse, Mrs. Cheryl Dailey 16 Red Cross shelters, and apupper 60s.
An influx of nice folks last week
Pontiac driven by Louis Wilson of fellowship, both with my France where they visited the Mrs. Thyra Crawford, and Mrs proximately 50,000 meals are
end, into Murray, from over a Four members of the Kirksey
being served daily to weary
Chicago,
Ill., and a 1969 Pontiac supervisors, personnel and the palaces of the kings. Also in- Judy Darnell.
wide area.
Elementary School ParentTVA Lake Stages
victims and workers from some
Teacher Association attended the 14.1.iiiited Press International driven by Ruby P. Campbell of patronsof my many routes over a cluded in the tour was a steamer Hazel—James Feltner 20
mobile units scattered
Principal, Mrs. Eupal Un
Murray Route Two.
Real pleasure to meet and talk School of Instruction held by the
long period of years," he con- trip on the Rhine River.
the area.
throughout
derwood,
Mrs.
Crystal
Parks,
Police
said
Wilson was gribig tinued.
with folks like Smiley Wilson, board of managers of the First
"Due to physical The Collies were recent guests
7 a.m. midnight
Many of the 65,000 families
Mrs. Jane Cothran, Mrs. Edna
Leslie Wilburn, Lester Wilburn District of the Kentucky Savannah
356.5 fluctuate west on Chestnut Street, stopped disability, it has become of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. T. C.
Robinson, Mrs. Gwyn Key, Mrs. whose dwellings were destroyed
and their associates.
Congress of Parent-Teacher Perryville
356.2 fluctuate for the stop sign at 4th Street; but necessary for me to retire. Even Collie of 526 S. 6th Street,
Charlene
Curd, and Mrs. Louise or damaged have begun
Wilson
said
he
failed
to see the though lam retiring, I still intend Murray
Association held at Bob's Johnsvonville 356.5 fall 0.3
registering with the Red Cross
Outland.
They seemed to thoroughly enjoy Smorgasbord near Kentucky Scott Fitzhugh 356.7 fall 0.2 Campbell car going south on to remain active in some of the
Faxon—Billy Outland, Prin- for long-term recovery help in
North
4th
Street,
cars
and
the
themselves and were highly Dam on Friday.
et
life.
communts
areas
God
Eggners Ferry 356.6 fall 0.2
cipal, Mrs. Twila Dunn, Mrs. repairing or rebuilding their
complimentary of their reception They were Mrs. Harold Fones, Kentucky HW . 356.7 fall 0.2 collided.
bless each of you and the medical
Janice Stubblefield, Mrs. Mable homes and replacing furnishings.
here in Murray. All of the twelve Mrs. Rudy Lovett, Mrs. Edward Kentucky TW
302.4 fluctuate Damage to the Wilson car was profession, including my new
Redden, Mrs. Martha Nelle Ellis, Red Cross officials said enon the right side and to the wife whets a nurse, for giving me
from Nashville are involved in -Willie, and Mrs. Elvin Crouse.
Mrs.
Estelle Outland, Mrs. couraging progress was being
:LeetaLaea
aieeaeeaageae-LaeeeeelitaBlEreSe
Campbell
car
on
the
front
end. the strength, wisdom and
the country music business as Mrs. Fones was appointed to
made in the nation-wide camservices
held
Revival
at
will
be
arrangers, musicians and in. serve as district cultural arts
couraae• to continue until this
paign for a minimum of
Providence Missionary
somecapacities with which we chairman by the district
present date," Jones concluded. the New
$6,000,000.00
which
Baptist Church starting Friday,
the
are not familiar.
president,' Mrs. Melvin 'Earles.
organization expects to spend to
August 14, and continuing
Workshops were held' by the
WOVING VAN FIRE
provide relief and recovery
through Friday, August 21.
They indicated that next year various chairmen. It was anThe Murray Fire Department The evangelist for the services
assistance for storm victims.
even a larger group would attend nounced that the fall conference
answered a call Monday at 10:35 will be Bro. Eugene Clark, pastor
The local chapter will accept
the tournament.
will be held on. October 2 at
a.m ta Keeneland Drive where of the Grace Baptist Church,
and forward donations of funds
Sharpe Elementary School in
By WALTER WHITEHEAD were part of five North the trasmission of the Emerson
for the disaster area. Please mail
Warren, Mich.' Services will be
SAIGON RIPI 1—An Allied Vietnamese battalions around movie; van was on fire.
Poteatant Doris James stayed Marshall County.
your contribution to Calloway
nightly at 7:30 except on the
held
commander said today some Fir Support Base O'Reilly, 26 Chemicals were used to exover at our house for the weekend
Sunday night service will begin at The final rites for Eddie County Red Cross Chapter, Box
2,000 North Vietnamese have miles west of Hue and 12 miles tinguish the flames. Two trucks
and Past Potentate Dundee
six p.m. •
Hargrove of Dexter Route One 488, Murray, Kentutky. The
Letter To The Editor
surrounded a South Vietnamese east of Laos.
with six regular firemen an- The church invites the public to will be held Wednesday at one quota for area is $389, a
(Continued on Page Eight)
artillery base near the Laotian
Step-By-Step Assault
swered the call.
Dear Sir:
attend.
p.m. at the chapel of the Max H. spokesman said.
border. South
Vietnamese Diem estimated 250 North
Knowing your interest in our
Churchill Funeral Home with
troops sent in reinforcements Vietnamese had been killed in
community I would like to call
burial to follow in the Elm Grove
Deadline For Molokai
and tr.S. planes flew air strikes fighting around the base since
our citizens' attention to a trend
cemetery.
in
an
effort
to
break
up
the
Saturday.
Air
strikes flown by
Luau Reservations Is
that appeared at the recent
Hargrove, age 25,. was fatally
siege.
Allied planes, including U.S.
Calloway County Fair,
The Col.
on Suiiday"af about
wounded
Thursday, August 13
Nguyen Van Diem, a B52s, were credited with killing
County Fair Board and the
12:30 p.m. at the Robert
Members of the Calloway Jaycees have worked hard to. regimental commander of the most of the Communist troops.
Chambers' home near Donelson's
Military spokesmen said
County Country Club who would keep a county agricultural fair. South Vietnamese 1st Infantry
Grocery in the old Faxon area in
International
down
through
Appalachia
the
Press
sited
t
By
Division,
said the 2,000 troops South Vietnamese casualties
like to attend the Molokai Luau Due to the pressures of needed
northeast part of Calloway
the
coal
carrying
country
during
(
the
trains
military
night
were one
on Saturday night, August 15, are finances the fair leadership seem
killed
and
24 Tao
one cited
rockets and Made its way throfigh County.
gas
nerve
Sgt. Richard Morris Seymore,
deadly
wounded.
asked to make reservations to have been influenced to let
one person was cited for
Spartanburg, SC.—the largest At warrant charging Jackie age 20, of Prineeton Route Three,
Diem said. the apparent cleared their last large city
before Thursday, August 13.
their usual standards and driving while intoxicated and
run city along its route--about 9 Boyd with willful murder has brother of Darryl Seympre of
intention of the North Vietna- toda!, and— started their,
These reservations may be community pride drojaato a new eriving on
been issued for Jackie Boyd, Murray, was killed in Vietnam on
a revoked licen* by
the gas a.m.
where
sea,
the
toward
mese
made by calling Dr. and Mrs.'Bill low in favor of the dollar sign. the Murray
was to take allied
Police Departilent
ocean At the same hour a 46-car according to Calloway County August 7.
in
the
dumped
he
eel
artillery bases in the region one
Doss at 753-1361 or 753-5233 or Surely Sheila the gorilla girl and m Monday.
train from the Anniston, Ala., Judge Robert 0. Miller.
The soldier was a 1968 graduate
by one, with the goal of opening depths.
Mrs. Donald E. Jones at 753-6134 the adjacent girly music show
train from the Army depot left Athens, Ga., Witnesses at the scene of the of Caldivell County High School.
24-car
A
an
infiltration
route from Laos
or Mrs. Pete Waldrop at 753-9398. are not what tee want to pawn off
rolled after a two-hour stop to take on shooting told Calloway County The deceased is survived by his
VANIIALISM
towacd South Vietnam's north- Richmond, Ky., arsenal
A social hour around the pool on our community in the name of
Sheriff Clyde Steele that Boyd father, William Morris Seymore
added fuel and water.
Vandalism
o(
'a
broken glass ern coastal plains.
will begin the festive occasion agricultural enhancement and
The two trains pick up the was' seen leaving after the of Newport. R. I.; his mother,
was
reported
to
the
Calloway
The
base
is
Dinner
6:30
to 730.
four miles north
catered civic improvement. That kind of
from
same track at Clinton. S.C., and shooting with a gun.
County C,ommodity office on of the U.S.
Mrs. Myrtle Marie Oliver, and
101st Airborne
by Country Kitchen will be vulgar amusement can be had in
head almost eastward in their Sheriff Steele and his deputies, his stepfather, R. C. Oliver, of
Railroad
Avenue,
according to Division's abandoned Artillery
served at 7:30 and dancing with any God-forsaken or Satan
run for the Sunny Point Calton Morgan and Maurice Princeton Route Three; grandByron Gallimore playing will be controlled community. Crude the report made to the Murray Base Ripcord. Ripcord was
Military Terminal near Wili- Wilson, along with the Kentucky parents, Willie Creekmur of
and
one
twenty
hundred
About
Police
Department
on
Monday
at
evacuated July 23 under heavy
from 9 to 1 a.m.
freak shows, girly shows and clip- 10:28
mington. N.C., where the gas State Police and the Murray Pinceton and Mr. and Mrs. W. L.
Family
persons
the
attended
five
a.m.
Communist pressure after a 23The luau is a closed function joints have nothing in common
Police Department are checking Seymore of Providence; brother,
Camp
592
dinner
Night
held
by
day siege that killed 61
but out-of-town guests may att- with the usually accepted ob(Continued on Page Eight) all leads as to the whereabouts of Darryl Seymore of Murray;
and (burl 728 of the Woodmen of
FREE
KITTENS
ned. Dress may include sports jectives of county fairs. These
Boyd.
the World on Monday evening at
halfbrother, Randall Oliver;
shirts, murpus, shifts, grass three social pursuits can be Three kittens are free to (Continued on Page Eight)
Reports are that Boyd was seen three sisters, Mrs. James
the
WOW
Hall.
someone for pets. Also a mother
E
skirts or regular attire.
experiences at will without our
at a store at Cherry Corner on the Ward of Princeton, Miss Shelia
Buford Hurt, state WOW
The planning committee Meal civic and commercial cat, registered Siamese, is to be
Monday
Concord
on
New
Road
manager, was the .master of
given away. For information call
Faye Oliver and Miss Linda
headed by Dr. and Mrs. Bill Doss groups helping sponsor them.
afternoon buying cigarettes.
ceremonies.
Oliver of Princeton Route Three
includes Dr. and Mrs. Donald E. As a local citizen, civic club 753-1715.
Survivors of Hargrove are his Funeral
Special guest speaker was
arrangements are
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene. member, and one interested in
parents.
Mrs.
Mr.
Walter
and
A special meeting of the
Wilbur Ritter, state WOW
incomplete.
Flood, Mr. and Mrs. Maurice agricultural welfare and civic
TREATED MONDAY
president who is postmaster at Waiting-Wives___Uub has been Hargrove of Dexter Route One;
Humphrey, Mr. and Mr. Field progress, I want to voice my Patricia Jackson of 305 Nor
North The Lutheran Kindergarten Falmouth. Other state officers scheduled Perday, August 14 at two sisters'. Mrs. Shirley Smith of
Montgomery and Dr. and Mrs_ objection to such kinds of filth 2nd Street was treated at the has openings for two or three
HOMEMAKERS MEET
present were Glenn Wooden and seven p.m. at 1659 Ryan Avenue. Murray and Miss Tammy
Sal Matarazzo.
being added to a couety fair in the emergency room of the Murray- more students for the fall session, James Lee
of All members and interested Hargrove of Dexter Route One;
Harmon,
both
' Decorations are being planned name of public entertainment. I Calloway County Hospital on according to a spokesman for the
Wray 'Also attending was persons are urged, to ettend. The five. brothers. Jimmy of Murray
The Dexter Homemakers Club
and executed by Mr. and Mrs. A hope the county fair leadership Monday at 6:25 arm.
She kindergarten
Grover Burkett and family of election of officers and thellouie Three, Phillip of -Murray will meet at the Dexter ComB. Craws,chairman. Dr and Mrs will reconsider the purposes of sustained abrasions and con- Persons interested in enrolling Clinton
whp is an area manager. planning of events for this fall Route Two, Craig, Donnie, and munity Center on Thursday at
Sam Bell. Dr. and Mrs. Prue
tusions in a- car accident.
their childrer may call 753-6616
• • . --- Mark. all of Dexter Route One
Eotertainment Was furnished will be discussed.
_
411a.in. They will then go to-the
---- • -- a-----a Yours triton
ween-the-hotwo of eight to
FRt- inore Information call 75.1,-- reletlik.rnaY (-•alt.S1 the Max H Murray
-it* tinnier Aires (ballet
Park for lunch
Roberts.
Wayne M. Williams authorities.
a snli.
Churchill Funeral Home.
1790. •
Term,
The
Murray
Board
of
Education has completed the
professional staff and approved
the school calendar for the 1970-71
school year, according to Fred
Schultz, Superintendent.
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Openirig Date For County
School System—August 21

Art Guild To Sponsor Festival
In The Land Between the Lake
Raphall Jones
etires From
Carrier Route

Former Murrayans
On European Tour

The Weather

Seen&Heard
Murray

Donations Now

1

Being TakerviyThe Red Cross

Traffic Accident
Qccurs On Monday

PTA Attend Meeting

New Providence To
Hold Revival Meet

South Vie ItiTmesellase
Surrounded By 2000 Reds

Hargrove Rites
Wednesday;
Boyd Sought

Nerve Gas Trains Clear
Last Large City Today

Brother Of Local
In Vietnam

!$o

Family Night Held
By WOW Groups

Waiting Wives Club
To Meet On Friday

Kindergarten Has
More Openings

nirvear.

or

0
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The Almanac

Deaths reported are W. J. "Uncle Joe" Grogan who died at his
home near Pottertown and "Uncle" Lewis Lamb who died at the
home of his daughter, Mrs. Ola Haneline of Coldwater.
Gerald Dent of the Murray Manufacturing Company was the
speaker at the meeting of the Murray Rotary Club.
The Grand Jury handed down twenty indictments yesterday in
Circuit Court with Judge Ira D. Smith presiding.
'the chapter of the Demolay sponsored a hayride on Thursday
evening.

Thus gave me also gall for my meat; and In my thirst they gave
me vinegar to drink.—Psalm 69:21.
For three thousand years humanity's savious have been
despised and re)ected while they lived, and glorified after their
death. Why not appreciate the prophets in our own communities
and our own day'

FIVE
MINUTES
AND
25 CENTS
That's all it takes to do something that may
help American POWs in Southeast Asia: five
minutes to write a letter and 25 cents for the
airmail stamp it takes to get your letter
to Hanoi.
What to Say
Express your concern for our men captive or
missing in action, or
ask for the identification of prisoners and for
their humane treatment, or
express the hope that prisoners will be
allowed to correspond with their families,.
and that a neutral agent, such as Red Cross,
be allowed to inspect prisons, or
remind that North Vietnam is bound by the
Geneva Conventions to do these things, and
that North Vietnam agreed to these
conventions and signed them in 1957,or
all the above
Where to Send It
Address your letter to:
Office of the President
Democratic Republic of Vietnam
Hanoi, North Vietnam
If Hanoi at some point changes as policy,
you'll enjoy knowing you had something to
do with it.

+ HELP US HELP

TIMES —

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Asters could have regarded shop a.gns as indicators of extent of effectiveness of the boycott of British Onports being pressed by Sons of Liberty despite
coneiliatcrry moderation by George III's ministers
of "taxation without repre,entation"
Emblems of tea-trade (,..ieh as canister and pot
at left and center below) had been removed voluntarily or otherwise i niany places. Symbols of
dealers in coffee from Latin America (an example
is at right below) were multiplying.
With a high percentage of persons in America—
as in Europe--unable to iead any printed language readily, a business's or craft's character had
to be indicated in literal sign language painted
or carved: ,beet, hat, knife, cleaver, clock, wheel,
spectacles, wig.
A chronicle of one craft symbol that survives
consfitcuously, the, red and white striped sign of
haircutters, is given refreshingly in At the Sign
of the Barber's Pole, by Wm. Andrews (Singing
Tree Press), It comes down from when barbers
also did surgery for believers in blood-letting as
a. palliative for headache, ague, and other ailments.
Replicas of other trade or craft signs are being
manufactured and sold now as "antique" decorations for houses and shops.
Benjamin West and his pupil, Matthew Pratt,

No. 7c In 1770, any

were among distinguished 18th century
artists who painted or sculpted signs
for shops or taverns. Examples are
treasured by collectors and museums.
Below: Old drawing of inn sign that
attracted patrons under name of British hero general before the Revolution.

DRUG

Phone 753-127Z
*
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
*
We Nave It — We Will Get It —Or It Can't Be Had

GRASS
ROOTS
by Roy Stevens
Farm Bureau Federatioy
! (entucky
,

any grower who has a half-acre
a? PERCENT REDUCTION IN
or less of burley. Consequently,
Following the imposition of a 10
acreage cuts are only aaout 70
barley
percent reduction in
percent effective (a 10 percent
tobacco acreages earlier this
would reduce acreage by only
cut
year, many Kentucky burley
about 7 percent).
concern
,growers registered
Numerous meetings have been
about the direction of the burley
to discuss problems
held
program and the stability of its
associated with the burley
future.
program, and some suggestions
me source ot the concern,
been offered to improve the
have
but is a symptom of the basic program. Most prominent of
problem which 'has worried
these suggestions has been one
burley growers for many years.
that some form of control be
The problem is that the burley
exercised over the number of
succeeding
in
is
not
program
pounds of burley a grower can
'keeping burley supplies in line
produce in any one year. It has
•A second "New Sweden" was foundwith demand for the product.
ed in North America, 1870. A company
been proposed that this could be
the
continues,
trend
this
And if
of fifty-one immigrants from Gothenachieved either through an
total burley program-which gives
berg settled in Aroostook County,
acreage-poundage program, or
farmers price supports in exMaine. (First "New Sweden," planted
through straight poundage
acfarmers'
the
on the Delaware River in the 17th cenfor
change
control.
tury, was broken up by Dutch from
ceptance of production controls'the problems of the. burley
New Netherland.)
c_ • will be jeopardized.
are real and pressing.
industry
Under the present program,
Kentucky's burley growers, who
Copyright
1570, lark Kinnaird. Distributed by King Features Syndicate
the problem of excessive supply
are the ones most seriously
can theoretically be solved by threatened by these' problems,
cutting burley acreages-that is,
will need to find the solutions
by reducing the amount of land
TN profile
on which burley can be grown.
BLAST OF REASSURANCE
But what looks good in theory is
LONG EATON, England
sot working in practice. Despite
1.4P1 a=Offiejaia
in different'acreage salts since
• ple's • Welfare Committee
1945 rthe 1970 acreagrallotment
Question: Has thera:always
say they may issue local
is only 38 percent as large as the
elderla residents fog horns to been a limit to how mneh you
1945 allotment) production of
could earn after ratieement
call for help in emergencies.
burley has increased steadily ,
without losing social security
Buddy is plagued by three through the years.
By VERNON SCOTT
benefits?
POLKA MAN'S PROXY
UPI Hollywocid Correspondent sisters, Connie, 14; Lucinda, 15; This has come about primarily
Since 1856
Answer:
Yes.
But the
CHICAGO (UPI) — Mayor
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — Little and Jodie, 7. There is, of course, because farmers have been able
invited retirement test has been,changed Buddy Foster, who plays Mike his mother, singer Brandy to get ever increasing yields of
Richard
J. Daley
Murray Marble
Lawrence Welk to present the by Congress nine times.p keep Jones on the "Mayberry R.F.D." Almond, and a cat, Penelope.
burley from their acreage. In
Works
Buddy had a dog not long 1945,for example, an acre of land
Lawrence Welk Trophy at the pace with increased benepts and series, says he is too small and
BUILDERS
OF FINE
which
sheepdog
English
Aug. 18 Chicago Lake Front higher earnings levels,i, Each young (124 to use his full name: ago, ab
produced an average of 1,127
MEMORIALS
outgrew the Fisher home in the
Festival polka championship, time it has been made ,litberal. Lucius Foster Fisher IV.
pounds of burley, whereas in 1969
Porter Whit* • Manager,
hilts. •
Buddy does well enough with Hollywood
but Welk declined in a letter to For example, in the aariginal
111 Maple St
753 2512
shares a an aere produced 2,457 pounds.
family
The
Social Security Act, no benefits the truncated moniker.
California stucco And tobacco specialists say perSpanish-type
is
male
Happiness'for. Buddy
'T. am sending along one of were payable if a person. had
acre yields will continue to climb.
with a red tile roof.
our new polka albums to go any, regular employment. In a company. He is surrounded at
For about 25 years. after the
Acting is old hal._ Ica Buddy
sae.,astmaia,. atiaraplaiita waft{haaa,
aita aorotaakelataaantiia....tarawent laurtat ..atiroaxanal. watts
Iso • wa
allowed to earn $14.99 a ifienth '''arr
toddler maki74 - guest adopted in 938, supplies of •
M RRAY
and still get benefits. In 1950, this has a bedroom to cat/ his own, appearances on various television burley were kept pretty well in
gligiVIEI
TH EAT R IE
limits
to
the
ladies.
off
1 was upped to $50 a month. The
shows. His first regular series was line demand because demand
his
house
As
the
only
man
in
latest liberalization was ie 1967.
"H ondo:"
was increasing at a rate com- Tonight t ru
Presently, if you earn $1,30
t or
When his CBS series is in parable to supply. However,
less a year you get benefi for.
production Buddy is taken to developments in recent years
Loretta Lynn
all months of the year. / you
Warner Bros. studio every have created an imbalance in
earn more than $1,680 in a year,
works
morning at 9 a.m. and
supply and demand which is not
Waylon Jennings
the general rule is that $1 in
until 4 p.m. three days a week. being corrected by the program.
benefits will be withheld forreach
The other two days take Only While burley production has
— In —
$2 you earn from $1,680 to $2r.$80.
about an hour of his time for raveled upward, demand in
In addition, $1 in benefits will be
read-through and rehearsal.
recent years has tapered off.
When he isn't before the Decline in demand is the result of "Nashville Robot!"
withheld for each $1 you,earn
cameras. Buddy can be found
over $2,880. Also, regardless of
several factors, including the
with a tutor in his dressing room
how much you earn
.in a yeas,you
smoking-health scare, use of less
for- a minimum of three hours
can get benefits for any month in
tobacco in cigarettes, increased
school work a day."
which you neither earn moreithan
taxes on cigarettes, increased
on
hiatus,
the
show
is
When
$140 nor perform substantial
Imports of tobacco, and ina
year.
almost
six
months
as it is
services in self-employment.
Buddy attends a public school :Teased production of burley by
Earninks after you reach 72-will
foreign countries.
near his home.
not cause any deductions from
As mentioned, acreage cuts
One of the boys
Ends Tonight
your benefits for the months In
a "The first year I went to the have not been successful in
which you're 72 or over.
public school the kids didn't bringing supply in line with
Walt Disney's
know me very well, but they had demand primarily because of
—
seen me on television, so I took increased yields per acre. In
"THE
BOATNIRS'"
a lot of kidding." he says.
addition, 60 percent of the burley
GOOD-BYE COLUMBUS
"This year it's much better acreage is protected from cuts by
COLUMBUS, Ohio ( UP!)—
Starts Tomorrow
and the guys are all my pals."
a provision of the program which
Buddy is an accomplished prohibits cutting the aciteage of
skiier and every weekend during
William Fred Eggers, 25, a city
the winter months joins his
employe from Cincinnatl,lost
friends in a ski club for a jaunt to
his shirt—and a little more—
various nearby slopes.
Friday when he visited the
lie won a trophy for skiing at
capital city.
theageof7.
4 feet,
Eggers told 'police he was
Only
7 inches tall,
robbed at gunpoint by two SOMETHING TO BOOT is
Buddy weighs 60 pounds and is
REFLECTS OPTIMISM — A women who forced him to take what actress Tina Louise_is an .ardent -sports participant.
guard salutes and a tyalitthed off his clothes and get out *P- -alter -- 09 she lightens her After school he
can be found in
laces outside of court in
table helps reflect Emilio, his car.
play yard. involved in a
the
Colombo's optimism as he
Eggers. also lost $48, and Santa Monica, Calif. It was basketball game. He
plays guard
leaves the Quirinale Pahree several siredit cards. His car a pre -divorce alimony
for the Hollywood Boys Club
in Rome as premier of was recovered a few blocks hearing, with TV personand swims with the team.
ality Les Crane on the outItaly's 3 2nd government away.
As much as he enjoys acting,
put
end. They wed in 19611,
since fall ,of Fascism, 1943.
the little fellow turns serious
parted last March.
about his future.
JACK LEMON SANDY DENNIS
"I want to devote my life to
lila mom sten
helping people," he says.
"That's why I'm saving my
THE OU1-01-TOV/NERS
earnings for college. Because
once I'm out of high school I am
going to UCLA to study
medicine and become a doctor."
He conceded that he might
join a little theater group after
he earns his M.D.
THEATRE
At tiw moment Buddy denies
Ends Tonight at
any romantic involvement.
There are enough women around
8 p.m.
the house to cooT his interest it
spending any more time with tau
opposite sex than is absolutM
"THE
necessary.
He's quite sure he won't
ADVENTURERS"
change his mind about that in
the future. His mother, however,
has doubts.
Wed. thru Sat.
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Now Y MI Know
By United Preys International
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PUBLISH= by LEDO= •411 TIM= PUBLISHING COWAN! By United Press International
Ina., Consolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, anc
Today is Tuesday, Aug. 11th,
The Times-Hersid, October 50, Mk and the Well Hantuakien the 223rd day of 1970 with 142
January 1, ail
:o follow.
14111 N. nii Street, Marrea, Hentado girl
The moon is between its tirst
JAIGIB C. WILLEEMS, PUBLISH=
auarter and full phase.
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Intim' to the,Iditar, Thcoi../rning stars are Mars
or Puma) V0600 mane WrI1011. in our opinion, ars not for the hest and Saturn.
tmerest of our readers.
The evening stars are MercuNATIONAL REPRSEXNTATIVIE: WALLACE WITHLIM 00., 1110, ry, Venus and Jupiter.
bite:won Are., Memphis. limn% Time a We Bias. New York.. M.Y.
On this date in history
b4epueneon 1:1104., Lear*lt. Mich.
In 1909 the first radio SOS
was received when the liner
Entered Daily at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for
Araphoe messaged for help off
transmission as Second Class Matter
Cape Hatteras, N.C.
SUBSLIPTION KATIE: By Cartier In Mw ray, per week 34. pea
In 1954 a formal peace
Manua ;Lai. In Cawing and acliouung counties, per year, OM. announcement in
Indochina
Zane 1 a a, elan; banshee, 4111.00. All airtime subscriptions Om
ended the seven-and-one-half-Ebb ostomadues Livia item el a Csaamenny he tbe
year war between the victorlaiegrity et be Newspaper'
ious Vietminh forces and the
Government of France.
In 1962 a Soviet cosmonaut
TUESDAY—AUGUST 11, 1970
was launched into space on a
four-day trip.
In 1965 negroes began rioting
in the Watts section of Los
Angeles. During the six days of
violence 34 persons were killed
LEDGER a TIMES FILE
and 856 injured.
A thought for the day: Victor
Hugo said, "A compliment is
Deaths reported are Brack Willoughby, age 63, and Mrs. Lucy something like a kiss through a
veil."
Wilkinson, age 87.
Miss Toni Grae Burch*, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clinton
PARKING ON THE CUFF
Burchett, was named as First Queen of the Murray-Calloway
CHELTENHAM, England
County Fair. Linda Bee,etNew Concord was first alternate and
(UPI) — Cheltenham officials
Donna Wilson of Murray Was second alternate.
•sayAc untended "trust the
Miss Sara Lynn Baba, daughter of De. a
rRobe
Hobs, was married to Riehmedikwald Stout, sou
_ and.Mrs—. motongt" parking lot in which
drivers_pay on their honesty
Carl Stout,on August 7 at the First Christian Church.
collects only 24 cents a week on
Mr. and Mrs. C. 0. Bondurant left yesterday for Iowa State
average.
University, Ames,Iowa, where they will attend the meeting of the
American Farm Economic Association.

Ten Years Aao Today

&

HIPPIE LEADER - Charles ,Manson, wearing sandals
and -jail dungarees, heads
A single plant of American lot the cnurtrooni and conrAgweed can generate. eight firmation of his trial in the ...
billion parlen grains in live
An, I,
hours.
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"THE SWAPPERS"
It's what happens
when you love your
neighbor
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Pony League Stars
Fall In Regional
•
The Murray Pony League An.. Regional' tournament
in
Stars advanced to the finals of the Layfayette, Indiana before being
lirninated by a tough Garden
City, Michigan team, 12-0
turday night.
Garden City had previously
• aten the Murray Stars, 8-3 in
e opening round of the tourament.
Major League Standings
In that first game, the
National League
urrayans picked up their 3 runs
By United Press International
• 2 hits and they made seven
East
rors. Garden City had 8 runs on
W. L. Pct. GB
hits and committed one error.
Pittsburgh
64 51 .557 ...
harley Rains struck out 8
New York
60 52 .536 242
tters in the losing cause for
Chicago
58 56 .509 542
urray. The only extra base hit
St. Louis
53 60 .469 10
or Murray was a double by
Philadelphia
52 60 .464 1042
Larry Lockhat in the sixth inning.
Montreal
49 66 426 15
Murray fared better in the
West
• ond game as they beat Perry
W. L. Pct.
ownship, Indiana, 5-4 with a tie
Cincinnati
77 39 .664
reaking run in the bottom of the
Los Angeles
63 49 .563
ighth. The winning run was
San Francisco 55 57 .491
ored on a pinch-hit single by
54 49 .478
Atlanta
- cky Garland that scored
63
.447
25
51
Houston
ohnny Wilson.
San Diego
45 69 .395
Johnny Wilson started on the
Monday's Results
ound for Murray and was
New York 10 Pitts 2, night
elieved by Ray Lane at the top of
Only Games scheduled)
eighth. Murray banged out 8
the
Today's Probable Pitchers
'ts and committed 4 errors while
IAll Times EDT)
•rry Township had 5 hits—two
.
Montreal (Renko 6-8)
f them home runs—and cornAtlanta (Nash 11-4,), 8?05 E
San Diego (Wilson 0-2) at
Louis (Briles 4-3), 9 p.m.
Los Angeles (Osteen 11-9) at
Pittsburgh ( Dal- Canton 7-1),
8:05 p.m.
New Yeah (McAridrew_A-10),
at Cincinnati tisIolan 14-4 8:05
TritEr
Philadelphia (Bunning 8-11) James F. "Tripp" Williams
at Houston (Billingham 10-4), has received
a
football
8:30 p.m.
scholarship to the University of
San Francisco (Rberger 4-4) Richmond, Richmond, Virginia,
at Chicago (Jenkins 13-13( 2:30 because of the efforts of Hillman
p.m.
Lyons, baseball executive for
Wednesday's Games
many years who now makes his
San Francisco at Chicago
home in Murray.
Los Angeles at Pittsburgh, In some way Tripp was
night
overlooked by the colleges last
San Diego t St. Louis, night
year and it appeared that he was
Montreal at Atlanta, night
not going to get a scholarship of
New York at Cincinnati, night any
kind.
Philadelphia at Houston, night
Lyons contacted Football
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nutted no errors.
Murray put together a 10-hit
attack in the third game, Including home runs by Larry
Lockhart and Tyrone McCuiston,
to eliminate the Lafayette, Indiana All-Stars, 7-6.
Lafayette scored one run in the
first and 3 runs in the top of the
second to take a brief, four run
lead but Murray came back with
4 runs in the bottom of the second
and 1 in the third to go out in front
5-4. Lafayette regained the lead
in the fifth with two runs byut
Murray again came back with 2
runs in the bottom of the sixth to
give them the lead and the game,
7-6.
Charley Rains was the winning
pitcher for Murray,
The strong Garden City team
The Dgers (top, of the American League, won the Park
overpowered the scrappy Murray League championship by
defeating the Cards of the National
Stars in the finals of the tour- League in the
best 2 out of three playoff. The Tigers record for the
nament. Garden City blasted 10 season was 17 wins
and 1 loss.
hits, picked up 12 runs and
committed only 1 error while
Murray got no runs on 2 hits and
made 11 errors.

Seaver Thinks Pitching Will
Make Difference In National
League Pennant Run This Year

In the first five innings, three relief help from Jim Grant,
By IRA MILLER
Pirate pitchers walked 11 who was credited with his 20th
UPI Sports Writer
Just like last year, Tom batters—including four in a row save. Tommy Davis, Don
aver thinks pitching will at one stretch—to help the Mets Mincher and Tony LaRussa had
ake the difference in the iput the game away. The Mets three hits each for the As.
Billy Conigliaro's three-run
ational League stretch run. scored their first nine runs on
But this year, he says, it
homer highlighted a 17-hit
bust six hits.
•e the Pittsburgh Pirates' "We have played a month Boston attack against Detroit,
•itching, not the New York ithout two of our star but the Red Sox needed three
eta, that decides the Eastern itchers, so under those condi- pitchers to halt Detroit's ninthtions I'd say our pitchers have inning rally.
ivision pennant.
"I think their pitching is done very well," said PitTrailing 11-3, the Tigers sent
oing to hurt them going down tsburgh manager Danny Mur- 11 men to the plate and had the
e stretch," Seaver said of the taugh.
tying run on first base before
They Play 7 More
ates after pitching the Mets
reliever
Chuck
Hartenstein
He referred to the injured struck out Bill Freehan to end
• a 10-2 victory over the
irates Monday night for a Bob Moose, who last week won the game.
plit of their four-game series. his first game in more than a
Although the split left the month, and to Steve Blass, who
where
they will come off the disabled list BACK TO NEW YORK
eta
exactly
started the weekend — 242 later this week.
NEW YORK (UPI) —Bill
The Pirates and Mets will Paultz, a rookie 6-foot-11 center
games behind the Pirates—
Seaver was satisfied. The play seven more times, during from St. John's University,
Pirates, not surprisingly, were the final two weeks of the where he averaged 15.5 points
season.
satisfied too.
and 14.5 rebounds a game as a
Oakland's victory; its third senior, was acquired by the
Stalemated Series
Minnesota, New York Nets Monday from
"As long as we stay this way, straight against
I think in the last month the trimmed the Twins' lead over the Virginia Squires for an
pitching will make the differ- second-place California in the undisclosed amount of cash and
ence," Seaver said. "We American League West to 642 a draft choice.
The Los Angeles city school
haven't lost anything. I figured games and to 7 games over th
system has 730,000 pupils in
Paultz thus rejoins Lou
before the weekend that if we third-place Athletics.=
622 schools.
Carnesecca, his coach at St.
now
meets
anti
t
.
and
Parker
The number of golfers left in
got a split here, we'd be in ' Diego Segui, who helped John's, who is now the general
The Oaks Country Club's annual Chester-Thomas, who drew an
himself with a pair of singles, manager-coach of the Nets.
good shape."
the
second
round
bye,
in
opening
club championship match play
The Pirates, happy not to lose picked up the victory with
stanza.
tournament has narrowed to 33
ground to their closest pursuer,
after the first week of com- Eight matches were played in
figure time is on their side.
complete
first
flight
to
second
the
petition.
didn't lose anything and
In the championship flight,,round play in that area of the "We
:myth:1,1g," ,said
w
‘
e
04
,
11
bobby r ixe tias advanced to the iivailli4ungli,- urnaracnt, shortstop.._Fred.Patek of Pitbrackets.,
upper
the
An
Is with a win
igh:"We're gtiu n ahead
raves Morris, while three other Jones took a squeaker from
ow. We've got to keep winning
d round matches are yet to Walter Jones, winning on the
second hole of a sudden-death and they've got to keep
• played:
By MIKE RABUN
winning. The thing is, they've
a golf course in my life," said
Bob Brown against Roy playoff. He now faces Clyde
TUISA, Okla
UPI —They
us."
catch
got
to
Barry
Hogan, a two-time PGA cham•thran; Ken Harrell vs. Gene Atkins, who defeated
Seaver survived a -rocky first are already calling this week's pion who will turn 58 next
up.
Thomas
2
illis, and David Buckingham,
PGA championship "The Sauna Thursday. "I was drenched
Howie Crittenden defeated Bill inning, then blanked the Pirates
e defending champion, meeting
Bath Open," and the first
the
singles
the
rest
of
-on
five
1
and
now
and
meets
after nine holes. I had to put
rl Bussing. All drew first- Seale 2
casualty
could well be Ben
way
to
17th
victory
notch
his
Watkins,
who
won
from
Yancy
my clothes in the sauna bath to
ound byes.
and tie Minnesota's Jim Perry Hogan.
Joe Ressoat 4 and 3.
dry out after the first nine.
Hogan showed up at the
Then I had to put them back in
Only one match remains to be In the lower brackets of the for the major league leader- Southern
Hills Golf Course
ship.
The
game
Mets-Pirates
again after the second nine.
played in the first round of the second flight, , John White
Sunday, walked 18. steamy,
first flight. This pits Joe Emerson disposed of Ted Lawson, and now was the only game in the
against Ricky Jones, with the meets Ms Walker, who won National League Monday night. sultry holes, and then said if
American Leagqe
winner meeting Mickey Boggess, from Bill WelllS-3 and 2.
things did not cool down by
who drew an opening round bye. Paul Riodale moved into the In the only American League llairaday'a opening,: _ round, he
-Jerry Grogan and Bob Burke, second ....and by winning 6 and 11‘gamea,, Rick Manday fait a would not 'bein "erre nouns
each of whom drew first-round over Panny Roberts, and is now homer, two doubles and a "And I don't think you will
byes,are scheduled to meet in the scheduled to meet Don Heilig, single to lead a 19-hit attack as find 50 other guys who will
eliminated
Mark the Oakland As beat Minnesota
other match in the upper bracket who
either,'' he said. "I just cannot
with the winner advancing to the Blankenship on the first hole of a 7-3 and Boston halted a seven- play in this heat. I do not have
Detroit
rally
in
the
ninth
to
run
sudden-death playoff.
semi-finals.
the stamina."
"Tripp- Williams
Two Offers have reached the beat the Tigers 11-10 as Everybody praised the golf
Coniglibrothers
Billy
and
Tony
with
wins
semi-fin'al
round
Weekend action saw three
Wilson. His father, the late
course—scene of the 1958 U.S.
James F. Williams played matches completed in the bottom Sunday in the third flight. They aro drove in seven runs Open—but nobody had anything
between them.
are:
professional baseball for Hillman bracket of the first flight.
kind to say about the heat.
M. C. Garrott defeated Mitchell Tom Jones, who won a 5 and 4 At Pittsburgh, the lights at Sunday was the 14th straight It's
Lyons in 1949 with the old
Rivers
Stadium
new
Three
Paducah Chiefs. Tripp took two Story on the 18th hole, taking the second-round match from Jerry
Tulsa, America's
went out just as the game was day over 100 degrees in
subjects this summer at Murray last three holes after being two Lupton, and
day largest selling
straight
44th
the
and
finally started
brand of cigars.
State so that he would hate a down at the 16th tee. Story had T. C. Collie, who defeated Billy to begin. When it
rain.
any
without
lighter scholastic load next year led from the opening hole until Morton 6 and 4 to advance to 27 minutes later, there was a
past
the
Temperatures in
crowd of 47,148 on hand—
in order that he could spend more the match was evened at the 17th, lower-bracket semi-final slot.
week have climbed to as much
Pittsburgh
largest
in
second
winner
of
Jones
now
meets
the
only
to
lose with a bogey six on
time with football. In his senior
as 110 degrees, touching off a
the Jim Bryan-Don Grogan history. It didn't take long to water shortage in the city.
year at Murray High where he the 515-yard 18th.
Seaver
was
what
find
out
Garrott now meets Rudell second round match, while Collie
was a star end, Tripp had an
Deluxe Taste and Size
"I have never been so wet on
Parks in the second round after will play the winner of the Tim talking about.
overall average ot-lit:
Blankenship
Lyons said that with Tripp's Parks eliminated Purdom Lovett Weaver-Macon
tieup. both expetted to be
dedication his football future 4 and 3 Sunday.
Jim White won from J. P. completed by August 17.
looks bright.
Bryan had eliminated James
Ward 2 and 1, while Grogan had
won from James Waher 4 and 3.
Weaver's first round victim was
Richard
while
Knight,
Blankenship advanced with a win
over Jack Shell.
In the fourth flight, Jerry
TD passes. He played one Hopkins and Clyde Roberts face
By VITO STELLINO
quarter in the Dolphins' first each other in the upper semi-final
UPI Sports Writer
bracket, while Oaks President
Add Rick Norton's name to exhibition game last Saturday
Marvin Frfirris is in a lower
the long lists of glamorous and had two passes intercepted.
br-a-Clet semi-final slot and waits
Job
For
A
Looking
college quarterbacks who never
Coach Don Shula obviously the winner of the R. B. Morganquite made it with the pros.
Bilt flrasty match.
For every Joe Narnath who felt there was no place for
future
Dolphins'
the
Norton
in
lives
up
to
his
college
repRtation, there are several and cut him.
QBs like Norton who fail to "1 hope to stay in football," from Penn State_
Veteran Bishop Retiring
display the form in the pros Norton, 26, said after he
received the news. But he's Houston announced that SonYou Can Enjoy A
that they had in college.
Norton, who gained over a probably going to have a ny Bishop, the veteran offenafter
thousand yards passing at difficult task finding a 'qb job. sive guard, is quitting
The other high draft choice eight seasons in pro ball. He
Kentucky for three consecutive
for only $
years while tossing 24 touch- cut by the Dolphins was has been with Houston since
downs, threw just six TD defensive tackle Jim Urbanek, 1964.
(Our Meats Are U.S. Choice and are delivered daily
San Diegoo cut nine players,
passes in four years with the a third-round choice.
from Parker's Super Market)
—Don
including
three
veterans
Miami Dolphins. He was one of
Cuts All Around
eight players placed on waivers The pro teams, who have to Alley. Jim Campbell and Lveret
Monday when the squad was get down to 60 players by Carr
Lem Barney, the star cornerreduced to 66 men
Thursday, were busy cutting back who
has been a holdout
Four Years And Cut
players now that the first for the past week, reported to
Norton was a first round exhibition games are over.
the Detroit Lions' camp even
bonus pick of the Dolphins
Another big college name who though he
still hasn't signed. He
when the club was formed in didn't ,make
it
is Scott
could
play
out his option if he
1966. He signed a four-year Appleton, the former Texas
$300,000 contract and was the star who was cut Monday by doesn't come to terms.
Buffalo cut eight players,
player
around
whom
the the New Orleans Saints The
veterans Bobby
incholing
Dolphins intended to build their Saints are the third pro team to
Crockett and Ben Gregory.
franchise.
shed Appleton-.
Norton got off to a bad start
In
other
training
camp
'Retiring,' Returns
in his rookie year when he action, the
Washington RedGeorge Andrie, who "retired"
suffered a fractured jaw and skins lopped three veterans —
missed the final half. of • the halfback terry Allen, tackle Iasi week from Dalla.s, because
season. The'next season the Ken Kortas and quarterback of a salary dispute, wag listed
Dolphins drafted Bob Griese of Dan Talbott. Green Bay got its as a starter for the Cowboy's
Purdue and he quickly beat squad down to 55 players by game against the Los Angeles
Ram, Saturday night.
Norton out of a job.
cutting 10 players, including
Norton got a chance to start three-year veteran Claudis The New York Jets announ ed that standout defensive
five games last season when
James.
end Gerry Philhin will undergo
riese was, iniurc51,%„. but he
Pittsburgh also.
'trimmed
•
10
sli,-Ailder operation and Miss
leted only 44 per cent of players, including Bobby Campis passes and thre‘‘ only ti%0 bell, a fifth-round draft choice mot /him half the season

Oaks Tourney Narrowed
10 33 Golfers Nis Week

Tripp Williams Gets
--Grid Scholars

American Lemma
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East
W. L. Pct. GB
71 42 .628
Baltimore
61 51 .545 9/
1
2
New York
60 53 .531 11
Detroit
Boston
56 54 .509 131
/
2
/
2
Cleveland
56 58 .491 151
51 62 .451 20
Washington
West
W. L. Pct. GB
69 41 .627 ...
Minnesota
California
64 49 .566 7
64 50 .561 7
Oakland
42 71 .371 29
Kansas City
Milwaukee - 42 73 .365 30
42 74 .362 3042
Chicago.
Monday's Results
Boston 11 Detroit 10
Oakland 7 Minnesota 3
(Only games scheduled)
Today's Probable Pitchers
(All Times EDT)
Kansas City (Rooker 7-11) at
Boston (Peters 10-9), 7:30 p.m.
Detroit (Kilkenny 6-2) at
Milwaukee (Downing 4-8), 9
p.m.
Chicago (Janeski 8-11) at
New York (Stottlemyre 10-10),
2 p.m.
Baltimore (McNally 16-7) at
California (Messersrnith 8-9), 11
p.m.
Cleveland (Chance 7-6) at
Oakland (Hunter 15-9), 10:30
p.m.
Minnesota- ;Perry 17-0) at
Washington (Shellenback 6-4),
7:30 p.m.
Wednesday's Games
Cleve at Oakland, night
Baltimore at Calif, night
Detroit at Milw, night
Minn at Washington, night
Chicago at N.Y., night
Kan City at Boston, night

Coach Frank Jones of the
'OP llicbiriond

agreed to look over some films of
Tripp in action. This was no small
task because apparently there is
a lack of good game pictures to
send to coaches of various
colleges and universities. Lyons
said it would be a great help to
the boys if ample game films
were available to send to interested coaches.
Lyons obtained a film of the
Tilghman-Murray game and
after viewing the film, Williams
was turned down for the
scholarship by the Richmond
coaching staff. A telephone call
revealed that the coaches had
been watching an end on the
Tilghman team, rather than
Williams. When this was
straighttned out and the coaches
looked at Williams perform for
Murray High, they immediately
signed him to a scholarship worth
22200 a year. Richmond coaches
reported when they first saw the
film that they did not like what
they saw, but were interested in
another end in the pictures. This
was Williams. When the matter
was cleared, Tripp had his
scholarship.
Tripp is 6 feet 3 inches and
weighs 210 pounds. Last season
he was All State end, both
defensive and offensive in Class
A. He is 18 years old.
The University of Richmond,
coached by Frank Jones, has
"come up" in football in the past
ive years since he took over.
y have made one trip to the
angerine Bowl and produced an
A11-American this year. Richnd has about 14,000 students.
Tripp is the son of Mrs. Beck

Go KUNIO
EDWARD

The Doors Have Been CLOSED at the

DolphinsCut Norton From
Squad After Four Years

PALACE DRIVE-IN

at 8:00 p.m. August 11th
They Will

OPEN ONCE MORE
ALL DAY WEDNESDAY

— FOR 24 HOURS EACH DAY

CLUB STEAK

1.40

ALL DAY WEDNESDAY
Enjoy A Cup of

COFFEE

OR A TENDER, JUICY CLUB STEAK

at.

'ERS"
ins

roll

It's
The First in Color
TVs On The Market

TV Service Center
312 N. 4th St

Phone 753-5865

PALACE DRIVE-IN
Murray's Only 24 Hour Restaurant
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Miss Elizabeth Ann Waters Becomes The
Bride Of Richard John Porter Saturday

Debbie Ann Russell
Complimented With
Tuesday, August 11
Lovely Bridal Tea'
The Maryleona Frost Circle ot

PERSONALS
Willie Litchfield of Murray has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen .

Pair

Phone 753-1917 or 7E3-41017

'a
I -ifise.
A

Obie J. Mitchuson of Dexter
the First United Methodist
has been a patient at the Western
Russell,
Ann
Debbie
Miss
Church WSCS will meet at the
A •
bride-elect of Johnny M),ers Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
home of Mrs. A. M. Thomas, 809
II
"
tea
a
with
Millie, was honored
Sha-Wa Circle, at 930 a.m. Mrs
at the lovely home of Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Prow and
H. B. Cooper will be cohostess held
Bobby Spiceland from two to four children, Stacy and Hal, left this
o'clock in the afternoon.
weekend for their home in
The Murray Quota Club will 'Me hostesses for the occasion Hannibal, Mo., after a visit with
meet at 12 noon at the Holiday were Mrs. Bobby Spiceland and Mrs. Prow's parents, Mr. and
Thirty-five members of the
Mrs. Terry Bowden.
Inn.
Mrs. Clyde Jones. Mr. and Mrs.
Women's Association of
Young
For the special event the Jones spent the weekend of July
River Baptist
Blood
the
honoree chose to wear from her 23 in Hannibal and Stacy
Association visited the Veterans
The Alice Waters Circle of the
voile
green
mint
a
trousseau
returned home with them for two
Hospital at Fort Campbell on
First United Methodist Church
dress and her hostesses' gift weeks before being joined the last
Wednesday, July 29.
WSCS will meet at the home of
corsage was of yellow daisies. week with Mrs. Prow and son,
The girls divided into three
of
mother
B.
in
Russell,
was
Z.
Hal, while Mr. Prow
Mrs. G. C. Ashcraft, 105 North Mrs.
and conducted engroups
the bride-elect, was attired in an Chicago, Ill., on business.
16th Street, at 9:30 am.
They served
t.
tertainmen
orchid knit dress and her corsage
refreshments of cake and punch
from
gift
a
was
daisies
433
of yellow
Murray Star Chapter No.
and also distributed gifts to the
Order of the Eastern Star will the hostesses.
patients. This was done under
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7;30 The mother of the groom-elect,
auspices of the American Red
the
to
chose
Miller,
Hardiman
Mrs.
p.m.
who urges any groups
Cross
was
wear a purple knit dress and
to visit the hospital to
interested
Groups of the First Baptist also presented a corsage of
entertainment for the
present
daisies.
yellow
as
Church WMS will meet
patients.
follows: I with Mrs. J. H. Refreshments of punch, cakes,
Prior to going to Fort Campbell
from
served
were
mints
and
with
nuts,
II
am.,
9:30
at
Thurman
girls held a business meeting
the
table
Crider
Albert
appointed
lovely
Mrs.
III
of
The
home
a.m.,
the
Mrs. Lottie Jones at ten
Briensburg Baptist Church
the
at
white
the
was
on South Ninth Street
with Mrs. T. W. Crawford at two overlaid with a beautiful
with the president, Miss Carol
an
with
the
of
centered
and
meeting
the
of
M.
R.
scene
cloth
Mrs.
with
W
and
p.m.,
Barrow of Hazel, presiding.
arrangement of white daisies. executive board of the Woman's
Dawes at 2:30 p.m.
Gifts were presented to the
Mrs.
and
Elm
the
of
Missionary Society
Mrs. Steve Spiceland
associational officers by the
Don Spiceland served the guests. Grove Baptist Church held on
YN472i director, Mrs. Crawford
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 1.2
The register was kept by Miss Monday, August 3, at sevenRay of Murray, who was
, The Wesleyan Circle of the Ann Miller, cousin of the groom- thirty o'clock in the evening.
presented a gift from the YWA.
First United Methodist Church elect.
Mrs. Earl Lee gave the call
Miss Barrow was also presented
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Forty-five persons were
prayer and scripturie reading
Mrs. Richard John Porter
a gift from the VIVA. "Getting
Fred Schultz, 802 Olive Street, at present or sent gifts.
from Genesis 1:26-31. Mrs. Harry
Involved in Missions" was the
7:30 p.m
'Shekell gave the treasurer's
theme of the program.
Miss Elizabeth Arm Waters orchid corsage.
Reception
report.
Starting in October the YWA
and Richard John Porter were
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order
The president, Mrs. Charles
Following the ceremony the
will be changed to the Baptist
united in marriage in a canBurkeen, presided at the meeting
Young Wojnen for ages 18 to 29..
dlelight ceremony on Saturday, reception was held in the of the Rainbow for Girls will have
with Mrs. Jerre! White of
August 8, at seven o'clock in the fellowship hall of the church. a practice at the Masonic Hall at
,Miss 5:30 p.m.
'were
was
assistants
in
October
starting
work
lehteption
Baptist Church as the
Watson
Memorial
rgiward
r':
rte.
evening.
discussed. Also included was the director.
*Vitiated at the double-tint Diane Arnold of Clayton, Mo.,
Bryant Turpen of Wichita
Wilson'artie of ths
"Christmas in August" gifts to
A special meeting will be held
the -First
in
ceremony
Miss Cyndi Greenfield
United Methodist Church
the missionaries and the week of
Thursday, August 13, at 7:30 p.m.
Presbyterian Church, Duncan, Falls, Texas, Mrs. Stephen
prayer from state missions in
Parker of Perry, Okla., Miss WSCS will meet at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin W. Greenfield of Murray Route Three at the Memorial Baptist Church
Oklahoma.
Miss Debbie Cooper, bride- September.
The nominating announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their for all women in this age group.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. Diane Herrin and Miss Milla Mrs. Dick Sykes at 7:30 pm. Mrs.
Harold Douglass will be the elect of Steve Coleman, was committee elected officers.
daughter, Cyndi,to Joe Pat Cohoon, son of Mr. and Mrs. John E. All persons, even though not now
and Mrs. A.B. Waters of Duncan, Pruitt, both of Duncan.
honored with a lovely holisehold Others present were Mrs.
received
party
cohostess.
wedding
The
er
granddaught
Cohoon, Magnolia Drive, Murray.
in WMU, are urged to attend.
the
is
Okla., and
za,
July
Tuesday,
on
held
shower
Walton Fulkerson, Mrs. W. A.
Miss Greenfield is a graduate of Calloway County High School. The nursery will be open.
of Mrs. Neva Waters, 102 South guests before a background of
the
in
at seven-thirty oclock
14th Street, Murray. Mr. Porter jade trees swagged together with The regular ladies day golf will evening in the fellowshigs hall of Farmer, Mrs. Charles Henry, She attended Freed-Hardeman College, Henderson, Tenn., and
Raisin liani chef's salad uses
be
held
at
the
Oaks
Club
Country
smilax.
and Mrs. Mae Williams.
Gerald
Murray State University, majoring in elementary education. She
Mrs.
and
Dr.
of
son
is the
1 1/2 cop. of leftover diced
the South Pleasant Grove United Refreshment's were served by is
covered
was
table
bride's
a.m.
The
at
Littleton's.
nine
employed
Okla.
at
presently
with tee off time
A. Porter of Norman,
cooked ham. Mix it with 3/4
Methodist Church.
Mrs. Crider, assisted by her
Mr. Cohoon is a graduate of Murray High School and is now
Decorating the altar were gold with a white satin cloth and was Pairings will be made at the tee.
cup of seedle144 Mali**, 1/2 cup
Occasion
the
for
hostesses
The
employed by the Murray Division of the Tappan Company.
candle arches entwined with centered with an arrangement of Beverly Sperm, phone 753-6223, were Misses Gwen Russell, mother, Mrs. Williams.
of diced cheese and I cup of
The general meeting of the
The wedding is planned for September 5.
smilax. Lira filled with apricot apricot carnations, white mums, will be the golf hostess.
Blend 1 teasdiced
Gooch, and Brenda Hill. WMS will be held at the home of
Marlene
candelabra
ninepoint
a
and
carnations and white mums and
poon of vinegar into 1/4 cup
for
wear
to
chose
Cooper
Miss
fiveA
rs. Walton Fulkerson on
of mayonnaise and mix Witty
fern stood in Grecian columns on featuring white tapers.
eventoq a lovely blue a-lino
will lx Ohe
luncheon Clemodiop
Liverio.idiog Uls
The lathes day1110Stroisy
is wee disoarista4 with serywo
vatkress
ingtttlintits. P10:4
rrlifot'n
at Ow
eli
, witfi
ett
'
burdens the. ni reS riiSsrn and qtr
topped
anti
ttowera
sated
apes
be
arl
in
Lee
will
charge
=
9
pew b=listair=i
1 ipdividual'salad bowls half full
Club at noon. Hostesse fashioned with a v-neck and F
of
a
with
them
piece
(.0,e,
Country
4
life
11
on
the
macuts
down
roses
apricot
of
a
bouquet
with
the program.
aisle cloth clecorateg the bridal
with shredded lettuce and ton
Harris, Ter puffed sleeves. The hostesses
rubber hose or tubing.
Chine.
and baby breath. A silver punch are Mesdames Virgil
with harn salad.
of
Churchill
corge
with
a
her
Ronald
presented
Billington,
A program of nuptial moor bowl completed the table.
Crass
Maurice
pink roses.
Vernon Cohoon,
was presented by James Hoover, The guest book table was
Jr., Bill Furgerson, Don Keller
The bride-elect's mother wore
organist. and Mrs. Lonnie Mc- covered with an apricot cloth and
Keys Moody, J a blue double knit dress and was
held an arrangement similar to Joe B. Littleton,
Cain, soloist.
Scott, Jr., presented a corsage daawhite
the bride's table. The silver rice D. Rayburn, Buist
Bride's Dress
Beck Wilson, roses by the hostesses.. Mrs.
Taylor,
H.
Dennis
rice.
colored
held
apricot
The bride, given in marriage bowl
-Coleman, the groom-elect's
and Bill Wyatt.
by her father, wore a gown of Dr. Jack Frost, Duncan, played
mother, was attired in a
during
selections
guitar
classical
organza.
and
lace
white Chantilly
white knit and her
sleeveless
reception.
the
The mandarian neckline was
Ladies day golf will be held at hostesses' gift corsage was of
an
*ore
bride
the
For traveling
outlined with pearls as were the
the Calloway County Country
ble of navy blue, white and Club with tee off time at nine a.m. pink roses.
edges of the Colonial puffed
Miss Earlene Cooper, sister of
sleeves. The bodice of the gown kelly greem trimmed with gold Lou Doran will be the golf
bride-elect, greeted the
the
matching
wore
was embeoidered with pearls. buttons. She
hostess.
guests at the register, and Miss
Her shoulder length veil of silk accessories of navy blue and the
Phyllis Coleman, sister of the
bridal illusion fell from a cluster orchid from her bridal bouquet.
-elect, assisted the honoree
groom
Acapulco.
to
a
trip
Following
of pearl embroidered lace
Thursday, August 13
in opening her many gifts.
Mexico, where they will be guests
flowers.
The Cumberland Presbyterian
The beautifully appointed table
She carried a cascade bouquet at Las Brisas, the couple will Women of the North Pleasant was
covered with a white cloth
Norman,
in
home
their
make
of stephanotis and orchids on a
Grove Church will meet at the under blue net caughCat the
will
the
groom
where
white Bibie. For something old, Okla.,
home of Mrs. Merritt Lawson at center by a large white wedding
she carried a hand-knitted lace attend graduate school at the 7:30 p.m.
bell accented by a blue bow.
of
Oklahoma_
University
the
by
handkerchief made
Another bell was suspended from
graduate
recent
a
is
The
bride
groom's great grandmother and
-the ceiling over the table with
carried by his maternal grand- of the University of Oklahoma The Elm Grove Baptist Church
blue and white streamers going
mother and his mother in their where she earned her degree of Woman's Missionary Society will
to the table and attached to
down
in
vocational
Science
of
Walton
of
Bachelor
Mrs.
home
at
meet the
weddings.
the front corners of the table.
Mrs. John Satterwhite of home economics and was a Fulkerson at 1;30 p.m. Mrs. Earl
The centerpiece of the table
Norman, Okla., matron of honor, member of Eta Epsilon and the Lee will be in charge of the
of red and pink roses
was
Crescent
Alpha
Chi
Lambda
gown
program.
was attired in a floor length
by the punch, cake,
surrounded
was
also
groom
The
A apricot saki styled with a Club.
nuts, and mints served to the
wedding ring collar, puffed recently graduated from the A meeting for all Baptist Young
guests. Another large bouquet of
sleeves, and free-floating panel University of Oklahoma where he Women,ages 18 to 79, of Calloway
and roses adorned the
galadioli
of
Bachelor
of
degree
be
his
will
earned
Counties,
and Marshall
train. Her matching headdress
piano.
was a two-tier veil which fell Business Administration in held at the Memorial Baptist
Miss Gwen Russell and Miss
from a crystal embroidered marketing and served as Church, Murray, at 7:30 p.m.
Hill presided at the punch
Brenda
and
trainer,
pledge
is
be
This
open.
will
president,
nursery
The
iouble bow. She carried a
bowl and served the cake.
nosegay of feathered apricot rush chairman of Lambda Chi to organize the new group
Thirty-five persons attended or
starting in October for the Blood
?arnations and white pompom Alpha fraternity.
gifts.
sent
Jerrell
Mrs.
Association.
River
mums accented with avacado
White is director for this group.
ribbon streamers.
Serving as bridesmaids and
(.0ni and salmon casaerole
Friday, August 14
dressed identical to the matron of
is good- plain or with chicken
will
Club
The
Wives
Waiting
Puirior were Miss Linda Vick and
or mushroom gravy, horormahave a special meeting at 1859 de' or canned. Cut kernels
Miss Marilyn Green of Duncan,
Ryan Avenue at seven p.m. For From 4_ ears of fresh ,coin to,
Mrs. Larry Lee of Oklahoma
City, and Miss Marcia Porter of Mrs. Gregg Miller opened her more information call 753-1790. measure about- 2 cups. In a
medium bowl. combine corn
home on Vine Street for the
Norman. sister of the groom.
with 1 7 374 ounce can 01
The best man was Kennry R. meeting of Group II of the
selnion, drained and flaked.
Noble of Norman, Okla. Serving Christian Women's Fellowship of
Saturday, August 15
as groomsmen were Thomas the First Christian Church held
The Molokai Luau will be held 1/2 cup of soft bread vnunbs.
heiten,
Haynie, Fred Fielden, Terry on Tuesday, August 1, at two at the Calloway County Country 1/4 cup of milk„
Rutherford, all of Norman, and o'clock in the afternoon.
Club beginning with a social hour 1/3 cup of finely chopped onHarry Conly Hire III, Oklahoma The interesting program on around the pool from 8:30 to 7:30. ion, 1/2 tesipoon of salt,
"Communications" was Dinner will be catered by 1/3 teaspoon of ground Mark
Qty
of
Ushers were Browning Waters, presented by Mrs. Mary Bor- Country Kitchen at 7:30. Paul pepper and I/8 teaspoon,
mix
ground
nutmeg;
thoroughgiven
was
devotion
brother of the bride, Duncan, deaux. The
Gallimore will play for dancing
ly. Pack mixture into a but
Leigh A Sauer III and Bradley by Mrs. Rupert Parks.
from 9 to I. For reservations call
tried 8 1/2 by 4 1/2 ln 2 1/2
Mrs. Ed Frank Kirk, group -Dr. and Mrs. Bill-Does at 753-1361
Sauer, cousins of the groom, both
lessf pan. Bake in a preheated
the
at
presided
Jones
Ill.
E.
chairman,
or 753-5233; Mrs. Donald
of Sugar Grove,
3.50-degree oven 60 minutes.
For her daughter's wedding meeting.
at 753-6134; or Mrs. Pete Waldrop Makes 4 servings.
mrs Waters wore a street length
Lovely refreshments were at 753-9398 before Thursday,
dress of ice green alaskine styled served to the eighteen members August 13.
with an aline skirt and short and the three guests, Mrs. Mary
2 7-ounce cans of flAted tun.
sleeves. She wore matching O'Keel, Mrs. R. M. Pollard, and
Baked ones croquette" Sr!
rah. Share into • roossetteaccessories and an orchid cor- Mrs. Wilcox, by the hostess,
k .05,1 asI' to niake. With I
There's something
and roll in buttered bread au
Mrs. Miller and Mrs. Ruth
Jell*
sage.
tirgrl.slrIc and salad, they mamini. Plate on a greitac,Ituyoki.
Mrs. Porter mother of the Filbeck.
a
...
quick
a
for
everyone
snack,
complete
dinner,
carry
prclkulef
in
aIII
bake
k,'
and
sheet
RESTAURANTS
groom, wore a sir eel-length dress
l'rspdrc I entelAire (5-servI min
454kirocrec oven 10 II '
for
an
"in-car
=
out
drive-in
ilief-se. mind'
service.
picnic"
of blue alaskine featuring long
initatn
&died
ii
browned
oc-I.mt
ing) of.
tars ta until lightli
II fie. sassily,
sleeves and back pleat. She 411,11
pantile,- a- lalwd directs. Ste
Nlakes 6 to 8 i•rimpoepra. ser
IN' gj•t ru jiIUl ilae/1 ase
completed her ensemble with
el
)
prepared
of
forms'.
with turisliersoin
ye
tealrennese
2
in
ire,matching accessories • and an hoo.oie floc 4.a....-risks
4iiii.4aril. I beaten egg ant... sancr:if riel.irt-el.
•
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Greenfield-Cohoon Vows To Be Read

15136
.

Baptist YWA Girls
Present Program

Crider Home Scene
Of Board Meeting

Of Elm Grove WMS

Mrs. Gregg Miller
Hostess For Meet

a family affair worth remembering
is a meal at Jerry's.
South 12th Street

:ober term of M
CDP'ton
stemming ,from
which occurred
week.
T. If. Knight, ••
Little Cypress v.
Leo Green, about
were charged wi
battery, detainin:
against her will, •
of private p • •
alleged attack .
couples, aecordin:
County Sheriff Se
Sheriff Myers a:
involved a 19-yea •
girl who was vis
in the county, •
sins, and a girlfri
According to tat the examin
Knight and G
County Court, the
were in a 1969 11
:he old coke p
Marshall County
when they were
another vehicle.
The two men
car beat the boy
one requiring six
one eye.

Following the a
four young .
elude the men.
and the girlfriend
but the Michigan
ieparated from aid bid in the
Myers said.

Miss Debbie Cooper
HurfOred At Shower_
At Fellowship— gill

lung'
glerr 's is a
fa
flair.

BENTON,Ky.,
shall County
pardon.from MCC
have been bound

raid she beard
car and thought
had returned. She
back to the car, .

q. •

WHEELING FOR
SAN DIEGO,
Norman Creame
played Air Force
for his 16th
ay of circular
travel today on
feerris wheel.
Creamer, a •
moved here fro
boarded the ride
Park July 23 and
on it ever since.
One minute tift
co the wheel
['aimed the new
in that sort of
continued his tra
ha contention.
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Pair Held On Charge Of Molesting Youths
BENTON, Ky., Aug. 8-A Marshall County man and cornpanion.from McCracken County

I

have been bound over to the Oc:ober term of Marshall Circuit
COP* 'here on three charges
stemming from an incident
which occurred earlier this
week.
T. H. Knight, about 30, of the
Little Cypress community, and
Leo Green, aboUt 24, of Paducah,
were charged with assault and
battery, detaining a woman
against her will, and destruction
of private property following an
alleged attack on two young

iris

s of the
ciation of
Baptist
Veterans
npbell on

couples, according to Marshall
County Sheriff Sam Myers,
Sheriff Myers said the incident
involved a 19-year-old Michigan
girl who was visiting relatives
in the county, two of her cousins, and a girlfriend.
According to testimony given
at the examining trial for
Knight and Green in Marshall
County Court, the young people
were in a 1969 model car near

nto three
rted enserved

and punch
ifts to the
ale under
rican Red
y groups
iospital to
for the

Campbell
s meeting
ist Church
ass Carol

the old coke Ara in northern
Marshall County Monday night,
when they were hemmed in by
another vehicle.
The two men in the second

si to the
s by the
Crawford
vho was
he YWA.
presented
''Getting
was the

Car beat the boys badly, with
one requiring six stitches over

one eye.

Following the altercation, the
four young people managed to
elude the men. The two boys
and the girlfriend ran for help,
but the Michigan girl became
separated from her companions
and hid in the area. Sheriff
Myers said.
c...!nre
said she heard talking &kir 11*-

the YWA
le Baptist
s 18 to 29„
White of.

7ch as the-r.

Car and thought her eSSIIIIMISISIP'

ill be held

back to the car, but It was thi

wo intruders and not her corn
minions whom she had heard.
The girl then allegedly was

installations.
The
Tennessee
Valley prototype
Authority will design and install Operating experience with largefull-scale sulfur dioxide removal scale equipemnt is urgently
equipment on a 500,000-kilowatt needed to advance technology to
generating unit at its Widows the point where sulfur dioxide
Creek Stream Plant in northeast removal could be widely ado
for commercial use- on.
Alabama.
"We hope this project can plants."
contribute to a breakthrough in The wet limestone
this important area of air installation at Widows Cr
pollution control," TVA General be the largest of its kind,
expected to cost more
Manager Lynn Seeber said.
"Industry and government million.
have done extensive development -We are dealing with
work on sulfur dioxide removal proven technology, and it might
processes," he said, -but be less difficult and less costly to
because of technical problems wait for more advanced
the use of these processes on development of the process."
power plants in the United States Seeber said. "But the need for
sheriff said.
has been limited to a few pollution abatement will not
wait."
Electric power plants burning
coal
and residual oil are one of
PVIS12141141E
W
the 'principal sources of sulfur
Channel 4
Channel S
Magee, a
dioxide in the atmosphere. It is
produced as a gas in the plants'
TUESDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
boilers, so it is not controlled by
6 :30
00 News; Whir.; Soorts News; Wthr.; Snorts News; Whir.; sports
I Dreem of Jean. Movte:
The MOP Sod
the electrostitic or mechanical
ag :00 Dabble Reynolds
"The Cnationders- The Mod !Quad
air-cleaning equipment used ti
/ :30 Julia
Mayle
Movie.
Country
aa.-7,30Y3t•••,2
remove
fly-ash particles.
0.
0.
and
8 - 11)
11 M7S4f:ev'
ede P amass"The Civil en,,
In the process to be used at
as :3 Movie
Trig Wild, Wild West Marcus' WNW, M.D.
7 :3T: Movie
The Wild, Wild Welt M•frCUS WiltlY. M.D
Widows Creek, water carrying
iWttsr
10 11101'filhe 'T onlght' el•I'Lls :
Tril Mere
pulverized limestone washes the
*Grit/In int*
.netile4!;:*ihr.
'144
'
3115
boiler gases before they go up the
1 1 13
'4:rr•';
Sfh:: ';10
fr:ifFj.c1Wr"

2

FM:4

•

his contention.

PAKISTAN
Alit CRASH
IOUS All
30 ASOMMII C
DOWNTOWN
FAINNINAPOLIS
APARTMENT
FIE KILLS ii
TOKYO INSTITUTES
NO-AUTOS PROGRAM
FOR SUNDAYS ON
FOUR SIG STREETS,
MONOXIOE IN AIR
DROPS WAY DOWN

MULTIPLE NUCLEAR
WARHEAD POSEIDON
MISSILE 0 1( IN
TEST FIRING FROM
SUSNERGED SUS
OFF CAPE KENNEDY

TEXAS STAGGERS
LW FROM LETHAL
HURRICANE CILIA

BOLIVIAN
CABINET
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separated, along with fly ash, in
the scrubber system.
For several years TVA has
been carrying on studies and
testing of sttlfur dioxide removal
processe,s, under sponsorship of
the NatIonal Air Pollution Control
Administration and in its own
programs. This includes current
full-scale testing at Shawnee
ck. The sulfur dioxide reacts Stream Plant of the dry

with the limestone and is

5 To
Morning
— 6—..To
:30 Morning
.'.- MT, —

/

Country Journal
Show
CBS Morning News
Show
Jake Hess Gospel Show *ells Fare,
—100 Today; Scene TodayMornIng Watch
Bore Show
Bono Sheer
:30 Today
Morning Watch
Beta Show
:00 Today; Scene TodaKaOtaln KangarCe
.30 Today
'he Mike Douglas ShowDend Show
Ilinali3. .14.. Mwom-Ciarbestma. Oradv
thee
Concentration
:30
Goodman
He Said — She Saki
00 Sale of Me Century Andy of maybwry
Bewitched
:30
. Hollywood Squares Love of Ltfg
That Girl
00 Jeopardy
Where the 'hart If
The Best of Everything
.30 Who W501, News Search for Tomorrow A World Mort
WEDNESDAY AFTER NOON PROGRAMS '
00The Nom Show
News; Singing Convew All My Children
:30 The Noon Show
As the World Turns, 1. et's Mahe a Deal
:00 Days of Our LiveaMany SPlandored Thing The Newlywed Gan•ig
.30 The Doctor*
The Guiding LINO
The Dating Game
:00 World- Bay City Secret Storm
CHH•Lerel Hosolt•I
:30 Bright Prornine
The Edge of Night
One Lite To LW*
:00 World—Sow,
Gomer Pyle l I 5 mC
Dark Shadows
:30 Lost III Spac.
Gilligan Island
The Beverly H,ilttilties
:00 Lost in Space
Moyle:
Hazel
:30 Ralph Emery Show "Something fon, the The Real McCoy
•011 Emery Show; Why, Birds"
ABC Evening News
:30 NBC Nightly NeverBS Evening Mewl
Dick Van Dyke Show
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`eerris wheel.
Creamer, a bachelor who
moved here from Baltimore,
boar ded the ride at Belmont
Park July 23 and has remained
on I ever since.
One minute after hts 15th day'
co the wheel Thursday he
claimed the new world record
tor that sort of activity and
continued his travels to insure

•,.;,)

WEDNESDAY MORNING PROGRAMS

WHEELING FOR A RECORD
SAN DIEGO, Calif. (UPU) Norman Creamer, an unemployed Air Force veteran, went
for his 16th
ay of circular
travel today on a 55-foot-high
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NORTHERN IRELAND
RELIGIOUS STRIFE
ROARS ON AND ON
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TVA News Letter

taken to a point near the river
about two miles from the first
site, where the men detained
her for about three hours, Myers
said.
She was freed by two uncles
who were searching for her. The
uncles, armed with shotguns,
found the girl
II being detained by
. She was
taken to a Ben h hospital for
treatment while the uncles took
out warrants for Knight and
Green, the sheriff said.
Sheriff Myers said Green currently is free under $10,000 bond.
Knight meanwhile, is serving a
previously suspended 30-day jail
sentence. He must complete that
sentence before he Is eligible for
bond on the present charges, the

had returned. She made her way

half full
and too
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE

training, and other TVA
programs designed to assure
ACROSS
equal employment opportunities
Snakes
1
for women. A graduate of 'the 5 Competent
University of Alabama, she has 9-The unal
12 Cease
worked with TVA for more than 13 Putt

the hippie "Manson Filmily," goes to court in Los
Angeles for another session
of his trial in the Tate-LaBianca murder case.

ville will wcitieon recruitment, its econi mit
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eBelk
Your Happy Shopping Store

• JEWEL SHADES OF THE COMING SEASON
• TWO-TONE TEXTURES
• FASHION'S MOST IMPORTANT

fortrel
100% polyester
double knit fabrics
$288
yd.

usually 7.00 and 8.00
Interesting jacquard designs are
making the fashion news this
very moment . . and now you
start stitching them for Fall
and save at the same time!
See chevrons, florals, sculptured effects. Great and exciting Jewel tones including

green, rust, brown,
deepened reds and more.
Upkeep is news too: machine wash, tumble dry,
skip ironing. Better
hurry in-at this price
they'll go fast! 58-60
inches wide.

0

Simplicity U70

Simplicity 8675

USE YOUR BELK CREOIT-CARD, IT'S CONVENIENT

k
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Kentucky Farms Decreased
Almost Half In Last Decade
sanitation procedures have
LEXINGTON, KY.-Despite greatly lessened the danger of
seem
that
insects
other
and
ants
food poisoning, but during the hot
to thoroughly enjoy such oc- weather of summer such is still
casions, outdoor eating in the possible unless perishable foods
good old summertime is a are property handled.
pleasant pastime.
It is essential therefore to keep
But delightful as outdoor dining the kitchen immaculate, and to
may be Extension Specialists in wash all poultry and vegatables
Foods and Nutrition at the carefully. After raw meat or
University of Kentucky warn that poultry has been prepared,- the
it calls for extra care in food cutting board or other surface
handling. Hot food must be kept
should be sanitized before using it
hot, they say, and cold food, cold to prepare other foods. Cases
to maintain flavor and keep them have been reported where liquid
safe.
from thawing ground beef or
FOr example, these experts turkey has contaminated the
add, such food as fish, ground cutting board surface, which in
meat, eggs and mayonnaise turn contaminated other meat
dressings, and all creamed sliced there and caused food
dishes rarely maintain their poisoning. Washing hands often
goodness if held longer than three when preparing food is another
hours at room temperature. For good practice.
storage of such perishable foods, University of Kentucky. Exa temperature of from M to 42 tension nutritionists also caution
degrees should be maintained. home cooks to sanitize canCooked foods should not be opener blades after use. Best tool
allowed to stand at room tem- for cleaning an electric canperature to cool. They can be opener blade is a small stiffcovered tightly and refrigerated bristled brush dipped in hot,
still warm. Or cooling can be soapy water. A new, stiff tooth
hastened by placing the food in a brush can be used to accomplish
container set in cold water or ice this essential little chore to
water before refrigerating or perfection. Food spilling up over
freezing. Large quantities can the edge of a can might also gum
also be divided into small con- up the mechanism of an electric
tainers to quicken cooling. Store opener and clog the magnet, so it
gravy and stuffing separately. is important to clean more thaq
Modern equipment and vastly just the cutting . wheel. .
improved hygienic practices and Another thing to remember is

this: Never, never use any food,
home canned or commercially
processed, that has a bulging cap
or lid; a can that leaks, has a
rancid odor, or foams or hisses
when opened. To do otherwise is
to invite disaster from food
poisoning which is very ofter
fatal.
Home
economists
also
discourage freezing ground
meat. This kind of meat has
already been exposed to possible
contamination, and the higher
the percentage of fat in the meat,
the more rapidly bacteria grows.
Then if the meat is allowed to
thaw on the kitchen counter
rather than overnight in the
refrigerator, it is still more
susceptible to contamination.
Summertime is a time of
picnics, all-day meetings with
dinner-on-the-grounds, and other
estivities where food is one of the
in attractions. These events
an be made even More- festive
nd enjoyable if this food is
andled correctly and with care.

President Nixon, his family and
close aides flew to his mountain
retreat at Camp David Friday.
Thew were expected to return
to the White House Sunday.
With Nixon were bis wife,
Pat., their daughter,- Tricia,
and aides H. R. Haldeman,
Ronald Ziegler, John D. Ehrlictunan and Dwight Chapin.
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folks of all ages but is a special
roadside where they can get
delight to children.
better services. So someone
Hank Thompson was listed by
driving down the highway sees
Billboard magazine as one of the
more roadside houses and
"Top Ten" recording stars in the
mistakenly thinks the population
"Cuntry and Western ffelif
has increased, when the fact is
KENTUCKY e ARMS
there aren't as many people
the past 15 years, and he and his
beneficial 'effects on Kentucky inside the houses as there used to
LEXINGTON, KY
Brazos Valley Boys held the
Kentucky's farm population has agriculture.
as
position
undisputed
decreased by ti pare:Felt 3inetr "In Marshall County; for In Eastern Kentucky, 13
"America's No.1 Western Band"
1960, according to preluninary example, where non-farm jobs counties had only half as many
The stars of the popular,,TV for 13 consecutive years.
figures released by the 1970 have developed, the farmers who births in 1968 as were reported in
laugh show, "Hee Hawst', will
census.
take the new jobs now have more the average year between 1950
The combination of her singing
bring the best in Country and
However, Kentucky farmers money, and they're using it to and 1960.
Western humor and music to the and her comedy routines have
are not fleeing agriculture in improve their farms a great In contrast, eight counties1970 Kentucky State Fair, August made Mary Taylor an instant
large numbers for jobs in other
Fayette, Madison, Calloway, 20-29.
hit on Hee Haw. Mary has written
fields, according to
He also noted that the family Boone, Bullitt,. Jessamine,
UK
The Stars bf -Hee Haw will many of her recordings and when
farm is not disappearing, despite Rowan and Hancock- showed
sociologist Ralph J. Ramsey.
present two performances making appearances is a big hit
"We're just having fewer what the census figures might population increases', over 20
Saturday, August 29, at 3:30 and with her electric tambourine.
people enter the field of lead some to believe.
percent during the past decade. 8:00 P.M. on the Stadium Stage.
agriculture to replace farmers
The family farm is growing up. The increase, according to
When Junior Samples sets out
Appearing will be Roy Clark,
who are retiring or dying." he It's getting larger. The farmer Ramsey, was due in part to new
to
entertain an audience, he is not
Archie Campbell, Grandpa
explained.
now may use more acreage, plant industries, educational centers
Jones, Hank Thompson and the merely a comedian telling a
crops,
According to the census more
use
more and increases in suburban
Brazos Valley Boys, Mary Taylor story, but himself relating a part
figures, Kentucky has become an machinery-but it's still basically developments in these areas.
of his life. Though he calls
and Junior Samples
urban state with metropolitan a family farm."
According to tke census Roy Clark, as co-host of Hee himself "the world's biggest
and commuting - countres ac- It is farms in counties near figures, migration actounted fOr Haw, has
skyrocketed to national liar," which pertains both to his
counting for half the com- urban centers that are disap- a new loss of about .200,000 per- fame as a
humorist and size He weighs nearly 300
pearing, the UK expert ex- sons from Kentucky during the
monwealth's population.
musician. His first big hit "The pounds) and his tale-telling
Ramsey said the tran- plained.
decade 1960-1970. In two previous Tip of My Fingers" is still ability, his tall stories originate
sformation from a rural to urban
"Jefferson, Bullitt, Oldham- census periods, the net loss had
popular among Country and from things that have really
state is occurring gradually. these counties have become been over 300,000. An indication- Western
happened.
music fans.
Farmers
aren't
leaving bedroom counties, and naturally, Ramsey concludes--that Ken- Noted for the
Tickets for the
,Stars of Hee
rapport he
agriculture overnight, they,,are ,the farms are disappearing."
tucky is beginning to hold onto its achieves with his audiences, Haw are priced at $3.00, $2.50,
"becoming part-time farmers," Three Kentucky counties, population better than ever Archie Campbell is
among the and $1.50 with children 12 and
Harlan, Perry and Letcher, before.
according to Ramsey.
most popular of the entertainers under admitted for half price.
"When non-farm jobs are showed population decreases of
It's a part of the "Best Enmaking personal appearances
available in their areas, some 30 percent during the decade just
The'average ,American pay. today.
tertainment Buy of the Year" at
farmers will take another job, completed. But Ramsey said the 9.9 per cent of his income to
Grandpa Jones has been a the 1970 Kentucky State Fair,.
then farm on week-ends and at decrease was due as much to a state and Incal governments in favorite on
the Grand Ole Opry
_
nights. And gradually they'll decline in the number of births as taxes.
for over 20 Years so it is only
to families migrating out of the
leave farming alone."
tomabijec.
I lie ‘eational
natural that the producers of Hee
Ramsey added that this region.
black bears give Haw should want his widely Chili says 99 per cent of all-- Female
gradual absorption of. farmers "People have been moving out birth to from one to four cubs acclaimed fame
to be a part of trip- ti, (lie nation's urban area
into urban areas has had some of the hollows and down to the every two year:.
the show. His act is popular with are made Ins motor vehicles.
aoft

Food Requires Special Care
During Hot Summertime

"Hee Haw"
Stars To
Be At Fair

Here are several scenes f mai the Shrine Golf Tournament held over the past weekend,
avasaasa_saimassa aaas
wins At. .I..s...101aerek Warw.. 11:1.1nrstm, egnmerup
iii the Shrine First Flight.

All photos by staff photographer.
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The two day event was enjoyed by over 100 golfers even though it rained much of both
days with heavy overcast skies the rest of the time.

alhelle Champions-Dick Brown, right and G. Coburn, left receive the congratulations
of Din Robinson on winning the Shrine Championship Flight. Brown was the winner for
the second year and Coburn the runnerup.
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Country Gentleman-A real gentleman is Smiley Wilson of country music fame
Smile) enjoyed the Shrine tournament and was here with his wife Kitty Wells. The two
may be seen on television almost daily.

SERVICES 01

Shrine Potentate-Doris James of Hopkinsville, Potentate of Rizpah Temple, enjoys a
remark with Mrs. WIWI= Toy, Henderson, under the tent at Tee Number One. They
were two of many guests at the tournament last weekend.

Guest First Flight Champions-Max Walker, center won the Guest First Flight
championship and Tom Poeve. left, won Fourth in the Guest Championship Flight. Don
Robinson is at the right.

CARPENTRY: new
tat For free es
gaviloy Bucy 492Showing Them How-Louis Slusmeyer,former golf pro
here and builder of most of the
golf courses in West Kentucky, shows the form
that has made him one of the better golfers of the area.

PROFESSIONAL
tenor and exterior
Free estimates. Phl

BLOT
'DRUM

Cent
Pavia

FREE ESTI

7 53-4

COMPLETE MOLL
PAIR • SERVICE.
iln,me Repairs all
hodels. Call day o
+sit City 395-7552
..orme call collect•
^--,t service at tea

-Nni

Guest Champions-7rd BIllington, right. winner of the Guest Championship Flight
stands v.ltb Don Robinson. center. and Mike HnIton. left. iluest Championship Runnerup
Prizes were cater and hams

Nashville Shriners-lAt to right.are, Eddie Bryan, Shrine First Flight
champiee,
larster Wilburn. Fourth in the tlieldrDon Robinson. tournament manager, Smiley Wilson,
fifth in the flight, and Frani, is illard. fourth in the Shrine Championship Flight. •

ALL your 1
,rono, repairs: rem,
**or old. Free e
Happy Nashville Shriners-Front row ,left to right, Eddie Bryan, Lester
Wilburn, Carr
Mullins. Back NU. left to right. Frank Camp, Roy Wiggins, Frank Willard and
Snail
Wilson. Leslie Wilburn was in the Shrine Championship Flight hut failed to plan.
%earl
out of the picture at the left is Jack Bates
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

FRICK REDUCED on extra nice
.duplex located on Motirocollas
3 bg4rooms on each side, carcentral heat and air conT4.is duplex is on lot
200 ft. and is now rented- for $305.00 per nanith. It
is financed at „7%, payments
'Per month.
WT for duplex, 112 by 200 ft.
Cr200.
REDUCED in price is the
Llano Trailer Parts.400,tik,niste
trailers. The price has.beeti re- ducfad $7,500 to $45,000. Has
over $1,000 per month income.
ji;
LISTED, a very nice 3
ieifrbozn brick at 1503 Kirk•
Has large family room,
1,6 ths, range, 6 closets, nice
ca5inets, air conditioned, and
raiced at $22,500.

FOR SALE
By Owner

•
tta .1),k

PARKLANE Drive the
price has been reduced to S20,000 for tni.s extra nice 3 bedroom britk if sold at once
Owner 1S leaving town. This
one has air conditioners,
drapes, range, paved drive, 1%
baths, utility, den and carpeted
=livreg,room. It's a beauty.
NEW in Bagwell Manor is this
buy. It's a three bedroom brick, 114 baths, built-in j
range, carpeted, carport, central heat and air. It's a real bar..aa at only $21,500.
AWING LOTS in different
Actions of town. In the Broach

Completely modern, three bedroom, two baths,
central air and heat, built-in dishwasher, carpeted
throughout, drapes.

Robert H. Etherton
•

1210.-Dcgwood Or,

,ge

lots and this is in Rob"risoisr &hoof District and att
..teat to the--new high school.
have a beautiful shady lot.
:ea/ for a split level }101.13e,
Iner will sacrifice for a quick
We have others, so see us
you plan to build that dream
Juse.

REAL ESTATE POR SALA

For Appointment call 753-6814 or 436:5887

AUTOS FOR SALE

TUESDAY-AUGUST 11, 1970

TIMES - MURRAY. KENTUCKY

NELP WANTSD

FOR SALE

WANTED: Experienced babysitter for two children, ages 4
and 3. Must provide own transportation. Phone 753-9607 after
6:00 p.m.
allc

6 YEAR OLD saddle mare
Phone Rudy's Restaurant between 800 am and 3:00 p.m
al3c
and ask for Belinda.

WANTED: experienced painters, steady work, insurance furnished. For interview phone
A-17.0
753-5287.

WANTED: upholster to work.
Call 753-7253 after 5 p. m.
A-13-P
25 ACRES, four room modern
house, deep well and pond.
Southwest of Lynn Grove. Reasonable. Phone 435-5802. allp
NOTICE
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALA

Moving?
here's advice

SPECIAL!!
1968 DODGE CHARGER R.T.

UNIVERSITY PARK, Pa.
(UPI) - While adults often
look forward to moving because of a new city, new_ job
and a new house. children are
often bewildered and upset by
440 magnum engine
Hurst 4 speed
what is happening.
Wide ovals
Chrome wheels
James E. Van Flory, extense
Tinted glass
Power stcering
sion family life specialist at die
Power disc brakes
Post traction rear end
Pennsylvania State University,
Light package
Head rest
cautions parents to remember
Heavy duty alt.
Deluxe seat belts
that moving children is a much
Left outside mirror
Console
bigger job than moving furniRight outside mirror
Rear de fogger
ture. Furniture doesn t have
Gas cap lock
Astrophonic radio
feelings. Children do.
Rear seat speaker
Hoods MTS TS
He suggests the shift can be
Sports
type
steer
Tackometer
made more pleasant if children
.,
are involved.
They should be told as much
as possible about their new
home and shown photographs
if they can't visit the house.
Van Horn suggests talking about the school, church, parks
and special features of the area
that will appeal to them. Plan ahead when it's time FOR SALE
AUTOS FOR SALE
to pack, he suggests. Try not
to be so bus) that your -childGARAGE SALE: Men's Sport SOOD 1955 Chevrolet 14 ton ren cannot talk to you about
pick-up.
See
at
1609
Hamilton.
Coats, size 38, $4.50; Suits, 310,their concerirs. lf you don't elle
315.00, shoes, 9%, 501; wall
listen now, you may never find'
clock, $3.00; Mexican Pinata
!' 1967 RAMBLER Rebel SST, 343 out why they aren't adjusting
$2.50; firewood, 15.00
engine, 4-speed, new Urea to the move. To help_ in the
faHOE SALE - Mrs. Sam Perry metal folding takde,
sucilet.,...pa3=-_71,t2,..
;eve'
bricks
and
boards
for
boot
Shoe Sales, located at Lynnof their to_ys._
_
ville, next 400r to Coin Laun- C2Se. 35-00; edger, $2-50; Sha" 1970 OLDSMOBILE Cutlass two
When you arrive- it your
dry and Beauty Salon. Open cellaneous 11 e m s, 25r-$3.00. door hardtop, vinyl top, power
new home the children will be
Monday through Saturday each Some free items. See at 804, steering, power brakes, air-con
unsure of themselves. Expect
week. Have new addition to North 20th, Thursday, 1:00-9:00 ditioning, excellent condition.
al3p Phone 753-2255
A-13-C that they will be out of constore and lots of new shoes. p.m. 753-8706.
trol at times. They are testing
Children's, men's and women's.
GIRL'S 27-inch AMF Roadmast-(1969 VOLKSWAGEN, loaded to ser which rules made the
Also have women's and men's
er
bicycle, 1014 months old. with extras. A-1 shape. Phone move with the family.
cowboy boots. All ladles shoes
with all accr.ssories. Top con- 7534563 from 7:00 a. m. to
Van Horn advises parents
priced under 36.95 These are
dation, 335.00. Phone 753-2669. 5:00 p. m.
A-13-C take time to show children
all famous name brand shoes.
al3c
A-13-C
around the new neighborhood.
FOR RENT OR SALE
You could call on a neighbor
18 SERVICE age Charloias
DUNE Buggi70 hone engine
bulls, 150 Charloias Heifers
or two, look at the inside of a
HOUSE TRAILER. 2% miles
with heade , many extras.
and 75 Angus cows. Estes from
store,. go to the park or
Wide chrome wheels, $800.00.
Murray. Call 753-7856 or toy
Stockyard,
West Vienna, Illi- 753-8231.
library or visit other places of
753-4857.
allc
Must sell. Phone
alSc
interest.
nois. Phone 618-658-7203 days
55tor 618-658-5856 nigtrts.
al7c
runabout,
Sea,Star
17-FOOT

TWO German Shepherds, five
months old, male and female
COOKS, Dish Machine 0
Reason for selling, leaving
tors: Above must be neat, ef
town. 416 North 8th Street or
ficient and have good refer
phone 753-7503
&Ile
employtime
ences. Steady full
conditions.
ment., good working
1962 VALIANT 6 cylinder autoRestaurant Manager Trainee: matic $50. 1954 V-8 1% ton
Young man, not afraid of work, Ford truck $100 Two wheel
to train as restaurant manager. trailer $25 and one $35. 1 pony
U you are reliable, honest, de- 325. A good used lawn mower.
')endable and willing to start Phone 492-8803.
allp
,at the bottom, this is a wondercalls.
phone
No
oportunity.
ful
BLUE Lustre not only rids carApply in person to Colonial pets of soil hut leaves pile aoft
alac
House Smorgasbord.
and lofty. Rent electric sham(SMILLNG woman) under 60. pooer 31. Western Auto, home
Pay yourself every hour. Three of "The Wishing Well". al2c
hours per day will give you REGISTERED Angus bull. See
$9.50. More hours, more mon- Fred Patton on the Penny Road
ey. For interview appointment or call 489-3851.
al2p
call 753-8970 between 2:00 and
a12c METERS and poles for house
4.00. p.m.
trailer, $45.00.aPhone 437-4711
TRUCK drivers (experience not
al2c
necessary). You can earn two
to three hundred dollars per SAM don't forget to pick up
week after short training, for the shampooer and Blue Lustre
local and over-the-road hauling t Big K.
al5c
Write: Nationwide Semi Divi
OD
USED
refrigeretor.
sion, 171 New Circle Rd., N.E.,
Lexington, Ky. 40505, or call Single door with freezer scree
e top. Phone Puryear 3414
299-6912, after 5 p.m., 252-3484
TFNC
el2c 1949 after 4:00 p.m.
WANTED: experienced morning
took, apply al. Rudy': RearA-13C
ant

AUT611 FOR SALA

Red - Black Interior - Black Vinyl Top
Like New - 34,000 Miles
Loaded with Extras

Sold New for '4,352 - Now Just '2,495
,...-,
See It At ...:

Lassiter-McKinney Datsun

'810 Sycamore St

Open Til 800

BitAND NEW is this three bedroom house on a large shady
kit. It has central heat and air,
carpeting throughout, garage,
isellains in kitchen and is lo2 BEDROOM B. V., living, dintted just outside of town.
ing room, 1-acre lot. Near LoWE HAVE three different houscust Grove on blacktop.
es in various stages of construe
2 BEDROOM frame, 1 bath,
ail that if you bought now 1970 DeWitt Executive Demo, built-in range and hood. Large
C0111(1 ehoo,se your own 411Lornal,ic. 4_,Gkopr,_
•
,2 acres of land. In Almo
-TEN.DA,V11
"aillait-oritl colors. They ere an full factory W-Erranty, A
Dude". moat- fully equIpOen,
20% DISCOUNT!
FOR RENT
can
be
tree tiefLxirm bricks and
2 BEDROOM B. V., I bath, dinincluding skis, tape player, life
3400.
4 MONTHS TO PAY!
aught worth the money if
ing room, living room, garage
equipGuard
Coast
jackets,
all
HOSPITAL BEDS for rent. Call
(No Interest)
aught now.
and breezeway, carpeted, 90's This applies to all merchan- ment. Contat-CC. W. Davis, Box 753-1272, or 753-3685.
TFNC
1/SliA, EXTRA NICE is this 1968 Datsun Pickup truck, 3 to 160' lot On Poplar Street.
437
call
or
dise in store and all orders 148, Hardin,,i1Ey.,
faebedroom brick. It's within choose from, real economy, up 3 BEDROOM B. V., 2% baths,
man,
for
ROOM
SLEEPING
allc
3611 after 4:00 p.m.
placed for merchandise.
two car garage
-liking distance of MSU, Rob- to 30 miles per gallon, 31,295.
large
near college Phone 753-5191
WE HAVE THE LARGEST
la FOOT LarlIon fishing boat. days or 753-7358 after 5.00 p m.
ertson Grade School, and shopand also a carport, large living
SELECTION OF. . .
Good condition. Priced to sell.
ping centers. It has two baths,
room, drop-in stove, good air Carpets, Draperies,
aline
Vinyls
a13c
den, kitchen with all the built- 1965 Pontiac Lemans,2 door hard conditioner unit in wall, on
Phone 753-5287.
Wall Paper, Paints, Galin
il'WO bedroom modern house,
- ins, garage with electric eye top, Beautiful Maroon finish, 100'x200' lot. Located near
ished Furniture, Mirror s,
located on Panorama Shores.
door. This one is special in local 3995.
ICirksey.
ll'icture Frames, etc.
1965 MAGNOLIA travel trailer, For information phone 436every way.
3 BEDROOM B. V., 1% baths,'
THE SHERWIN15 ft. self contained. Sleeps 4, 2211 or 436-2266.
allc
WE HAVE one of the very nicbuilt-in range and hood, central
WILLIAMS CO.
$950 00. Phone 753-4599. al3c
est ,3 bedroom bricks in Mar
heat and air, 80'x150' lot, carSouthside Shopping Center
FIVE ROOM house with hot
rtlocated an Magnolia Drive. 1968 Opel 2 door Sport Coupe I port. 1627 Catalina.
10x48 MOBILE home. Nice, and cold water, also bath.
Phone 753-3321
T
hous; has a beautiful fam- S., Exceptionally nice, excellent 3 BEDROOM B. V., 1% baths,
with 14x38 addition built on Phone 492-8360 after 5:00 p.m.
atiroom, large fireplace, dish- economy, only 31,295.
Offer Expires Saturday,
built-in range and hood, garbCan be moved. Phone 753-8565
al3c
w
r, range, disposal, carpetAugust 16th
age disposal, dishwasher, large
alter 5:00 pan.
al7p
c1 throughout, central heat and
al3c
closets, carport, carpeted
BRIM HOUSE at 312 Irvan
air, large patio, porch, 2-car 1969 Chevrolet S. S. automatic in throughout, 90'1165' 1t. 1308
SEVEN Springing Jersey Heif- Street. For information call
/
1
2 price
(arport, this must be seen to console, good rubber, local car, Kirkwood.
ers. See Harley Barnett at Shi- 492-8283.
alic
.ppreciate, $35,000.
lo or call 753-5513.
al2p
37953 BEDROOM B. V., 1% baths,
• CHEAPER 3-bedroom brick
powder room, sunken family
WANTED
FREE
professional
TO
BUY
decorating
Sycamore Street on large
room and kitchen, 2-car garage.
service now offered at Sherwinshasly lot for 314,500.
LOST & FOUND
J964 Chevelle Malibu, Sport On Belmont.
LOGS AND standing timber Williams Co, Southside ShopWE HAVE 3 houses and 14 Coupe, really nice, four speed, 3 BEDROOM 13V., large living For Sale: Lumber,
slabs, and ping Center We sell and inLOST: Red Tick Coon Hound,
Lidres of land at Lynn Grove.
room, dining room, utility, car- sawdust. Murray Saw Mill and
stereo, special $795
stall drapes, carpets, wallpaper southeast of Providence. AnsThine can be bought separate
port. 109 N. 17th Street.
Lumber Co. Phone 753-4147.
and tloor covering. 10-204.
or all together ranging
price
wers to name of "Sadie". Phone
3 BEDROOM B. V., dining room
TFC-C
al3c 753-9691.
from $5,000. up and we will
A-13-C
living room, carport. 1502 Henhelp you with the financing.
1963 American Motors: classic, ry Street
CALL 753-1651 or come by 505 four door, station wagon, air.
FARMS
'lain Street, ROBERTS REAL- All power, local car, special 20 ACRES on the Johnny RobTY has been giving satisfact- $595.
ertson Road, 213 wooded.
,cy service to Murray and Cal
22 ACRES, with 2 bedroom
NO MORE OW-AGE PENSIONS,
'THE PRESIDENT
way .County for 16 years.
house, 2 tobacco barns, 1 stock
SOCIAL SECURITY, MEDICARE,
IS RIGo-17!
A-1.
barn,
double
chicken
house.
3-CiMustangs- Two 1965 Models V8
MEDICAID'! WOULDN'T NE60
901, MR PRESIDENT, WE SIMPLY
0' THE MONEY
and 6 cylinder, one automatic, Near Hazel.
THE SLARSTED THING --C SE
CANT DEPORT EVERYBODY
WE'D SAVE IF
EVERYOOPY'5
and one 3 speed, one with air, 31 ACRES, 3 bedroom B. V., 2
SERVICES OFFERED
WE DID LIKE
OvoR
20 YEARS Of AGE!
YOUNG AN'
HE SAYS.
both cars exceptionally nice, baths. 2 miles N.W. of Murray.
WHAT EXCL/50 WOULD WE
10 ACRES. 2 miles N.W. of
CitEPENTRY: new or remodelHEALTHY/
GIVE
$995 buys your choice.
Murray.
*. For free estimates call
64 ACRES with 2 houses on S.
Hawley Bucy 492-8120.
A.11.(
641. Income property. Duplex,
'hevrolets-two 1963's, 1 Bel Air 6 3 bedroom B. V., 2 kitchens, 2
PAOFESSIONAL Painting. In- cylinder,
automatic, 4door, one living rooms. On 121 West
terior and exterior. References
impaia,V-8
automatic, your WE ALSO have lake lots and
Ffee estimates. Phone 753-3486
vacant lots.
choice,
3545.
Aug.-17.0
WILSON INSURANCE and
REAL ESTATE
Tel. No. 753-3263
SPECIAL-1961 Volkswagon, real
202 S. 4th Street
sound economy, transportation,
DURING
this week only, a newonly 3295.
y painted two-bedroom home
n extra good lot in choice lo1969 Toyota Carona 2 door hard ation near University. For per
sonalizecl service in buying or
top, 4 speed, 31695.
listing for sale see or call C. 0.
Bondurant Realty & Tax Serv..
}-k ER,SON"
-15-5uT -RATTLErr-Th
AH HAS HEERD
ice Member Muultdple listing
soP-Frf- NONE
SHE COME CLOSER THAN
FREE ESTIMATE
ENDS
LEG
Phones
753-9954
&
753-3460.
e have a good selection of other
COMES C-CLOSE
At
,
1`, MAN ORMEAST
al3c
OF 'EM
'Boor rm.-0404.Tlocal cars-Bank financing
,./!!
DID
T-TRUTHP
EVER
To
fl-.4'
sKoNK
v40RKS-.
available. See these cars now.
NOTICE
\V
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser
c"
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky, C
COMPLETE MOLIE HOME REM. Sanders. Phone 382-2488
PAIR SERVICE. Bills Mobilo
Farmington, Kentucky.
,loMe Repairs all makes and
Aug.-21-(
rodels. Call day or night. Cal.ert City 395-7553 Long diFREE professional decoration
call collect Fast effic4
4.
service now offered at Sherwinreasonable
cost.
at
service
'at
Williams Co., Southside ShopTTe
ping Center. We sell and ITInAn
drapes, carpets, wallpaper and
rft ALL your home alteraa3c
floor covering.
an), repairs: remodeling, etc,
aav. or old Free estimates. Call
GOSPEL MEETING, Hazel
Open until
sloe
:-.14133t
Church 04 Christ.'August 17-21,
preaching by Lexie Ray Serv, Nti)l% 1a :as. Call 753ices 7:45 p.m. Welcome 'to all.
A '13-P
.a14p

NEW DATSUN
TRADE INS

10/20/4

kuo, intr. chry.10, -LAU.

Back To School
SALE

Sta-Press
CASUAL SLACKS

40% Off

SHORT SLEEVE SHIRTS _

40% Off

KNIT SHIRTS
40% Off
One Group
LONG SLEEVE SHIRTS

SWIM WEAR
40% Off

The College Shop
Across from MSU Library

by R. Van Buren

Abbie'N Slats

-

BLACKTOP
'DRIVEWAYS

by Al Capp

Lir Abner

Central
Paving Co.

645P!!
ct40KE.r.'

753-4199

LassiterMcKinney
Datsun

•-•

..11.•111,

Aki

1-7;;E PRouo o'

•

\\,
40(0,

810 Sycamore
Murray

r

8:00 p.

"vIr
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MURRAY. ILIXTUORY

Quotes County Schools Final Rites Held

City Schools.

Funeral Wednesday Seen & Heard .. .
(Continued Prom Page 1)
For Rice Hughes

(Continued From Pim 1)
(Continued From Pogo 1)
Cannon Parks, Milton WaLston,
Fulford, and Jim and Jean
Funeral services for J. b. English, Miss Lala Cain- The funeral for Rice Hughes of Perkins stayed over at
Larry Paschall, Mrs. Geraldine
Freed
Business;
Myers, Mrs. Jane Sisk, N P. Hendrick of Murray Route Five
Murray will be held Wednesday Cotham's place.
Mrs. Pamela Cartwright- t 11, a.m. at the chapel of the
were
held
Paschall:
.
Priss
today
:Armat
2:30 p.m. at
rninees
By United Press International
Science, Mrs. Sally Crass-Hont
lafock-Coleman Funeral Horne Very pleasant association
WASHINGTON -Sen. John strong, David Lanier, Mrs. Sue the chapel of the Blockwill
Ec. and Science, Jerry A. with Bro. `Connie Wyatt ofSherman Cooper, R-Ky., saying Adams, Mrs. Jo Mathis, Mrs. Coleman Funeral Home with
some nice people.
Crider-Science,
Alice
Mrs.
Jane
B.
Myrtle
Rev.
R.
Jones,
ficiating.
Brenda
Mrs.
Nix,
Winchester
and
Rev.
it is wrong for the Defense
Fitch-Health and P.E., Lloyd A.
Department to stress the Soviet Mrs. Betty Riley, Mrs June Roy Gibson officiating.
Hasty-Chemistry, John Hina-- Serving as pallbearers will be About 100 golfers were
here in
Union's nuclear strength while Wilson, Mrs. Julianne Smith,
Soc. Studies and Coach, Preston Joe Ed Sledd, Charlie Snow, Murray for the
tournament.
minimizing that of the United Douglas Tucker, Roy Cothran, Pallbearers were Wendell Holland-Athletic Director
Darnell,
Byrd,
Tommy
Orfield
and
Allbraten, Chesley Wilson,
Many brought their wives and
Mrs. Virginia Sue Outland:
States:
Euel Duncan,and Headley Swift.
George Dowdy, Larry Dunn, Robert McCage, Jr., Max Social Studies, Mrs. Clara Burial will be in the Mt. Carmel children and all spent the night
". . 1 think it wrung and
Humphrey-English, Mrs.
unfair to our people, that the Larry England, Miss Lucy Ann Hughes, Joe Pat Futrell, and Ed
Cemetery with the arrangements here.
Fenton.
Forrest,
Mrs. Bess Kerlick. Billy
Interment was in the Bonnie H. Jones-Math;
representatives of the Departthe Blalock-Coleman Funeral
by
Joe Keeslar-Industrial Arts,
ment af Defense have mini- Nix, Mrs. Glenda Thompson, W. Hicks Cemetery with the
Home where friends may call. Although making money was not
Mrs.
Evon
Kelley-Librarian,
the prime objective, think of the
mized the awesome power of T. Patterson, Mrs. Louise Tarry, arrangements by the Blalock- Mrs.
By Abigail Van Buren
Mary E. Korte-Physics Hughes,age 86, died Sunday at money that
was brought into
our present nuclear deterrent, Mrs. Judith Meredith, Mrs. Coleman Funeral Home.
Western
the
at
p.m.
5:10
Baptist
and Science, Mrs. Doralyn
and the more powerful nuclear Lucinda Darnall, David Berry, Hendrick, age 53, was
Hospital, Paducah. He had been Murray by this event. Folks have
DEAR ABBY: I have a problem I can't solve myself and
Lanier-English
Social
and
to have a place to eat, sleep,
Williams, Mrs. pronounced dead on arrival at the
weapons the US. is capable of Mrs. Jo
a patient4it the Tucker Rest
I don't want to ask anyone else for fear of appearing foolish.
Maragritta Hall, Mrs. Alberta Murray -Calloway County Studies, Miss Mary G. Lassiter- Home, Mifield, since
gasoline
for the car, purchases of
producing,
and
in
fact,
is
male.
normal
October
28-year-old
I don't know how to kiss. I am a
Korb, Mrs. Susan Nutter, Jerry Hospital on Sunday at eight p.m. Math., Mrs. Lucy Lilly-Home 1969. He was a retired farmer
producing."
of one kind Ar another.
Economics,
Donna
MabryMrs.
I'm fairly good looking, clean, have a good jOb, a late model
Conley, Mrs. Ruth Smith, and He was self employed as a
the Kirksey community.
car, sharp clothes, and I have no trouble getting dates. But
salesman for auto parts and Social Services, Social Studies,
Mrs. Martha Galloway.
LOUIS,
ST.
Mo.
UPI
)(
His wife, Mrs. Mae Owens All of this mounts
wrong
something
Brenda
Mrs.
Maddox-Math,
when it comes to kissing, I must be doing
into trade
Attorney General John N. Other Certified personnel- supplies. He was a member of Mrs. Alice Matthews-Math, Hughes, died in 1941 and he is for
because all I ggt is complaints.
local people. Any eve of any
Cherry
the
Helen
Mrs.
Corner
Mrs.
Hogancamp.
Baptist
Mitchell, laying down guidelines
survived by one son, Denton kind almost, is a help
It's gotten to the point what I just skip the kissing and
the
LucilleRoss, W. H. Brooks, Mrs. Church and the Murray Moose Mrs. Patsy McClellan-Business, Hughes of Akron,
for subpoenas to newsmen:
Ohio.
Mrs.
Sue
Sarah
Miller-Business,
economy here. Events that bring
go on to the next step, but I find most girls don't like this.
Bobbye Berrill, Mrs. Joanna Lodge. He and his wife, the
-We
will
permit
not
an
Robert D. Newcomb-Business;
people into the city ma
Can you help me? They say, "practice makes perfect,"
the
innocent man to be convicted or Sykes, John Jones, Mrs Olga ormer F.Ii7abeth Erwin, were
Mrs. Beth H. Nicholastown
but I don't get a chance to practice because after I kiss a girl
grow.
rried
Freeman,
November
Carolyn
Mrs.
Boggess,
29, 1943. His
a
guilty
man
to
freed
be
English, Mrs. Nancy G. Pageawe she doesn't want to kiss me again.
S
betause we decline to subpoena Mrs. Margarette Winchester, • rents were the late D. S. and Instrumental Music, Miss
WANTS TO LEARN
Jerry
The Shrine golf tournament last
(Continued
From
a newsman who had informa- Mrs. Ellen Bean, and Mrs. Dixie oily Wall Hendrick.
Pam 1)
Sue Pritchett-English, Mrs.
year had 60 entries, this year 103.
Hopkins.
.
tion vital to the case."
DEAR WANTS: Most people learn how to kiss without
"Survivors include his wife, Betty C. Scott-Art, Jerry
Next
year bids to be a banner
Secretaries-Mrs. Brenda
will be loaded aboard art old
lessons, but you may Deed a few. You can't learn to kiss
Mrs. Hendrick, two sons, Jimmy Shelton-Biology and Coaeh,
year with greater participation
Starks,
disposal
for
hull
ship
Almo;
Lorene
in
Miss
the
CUZCO,
-Juan
Peru
Loo, a
alone-you'll need a girl, so find one you'd like to kiss, sad
and Kerry Hendrick, and Phillip
Shelton-Instrumental Atlantic.
than ever.
student pilot and the lone Falwell, High School; Mrs. Pat grandson, Gregory Hendrick, all Music, Mrs. Martha
kiss her at the appropriate time. If she completes, ask her
Shirleye
The Araiistan train looped far
survivor of a Peruvian airliner Hutsson, Hazel; Miss Chnstelle of Murray Route Five; sister, English, Miss
what was wrong with the kiss. (There are a variety of
Lorene SwannPalmer,
Kirksey;
Jimmie
south
the
to
to
Mrs.
avoid
passing
crash
which
killed
saying
101,
"bum' kisses. Too "wet," too dry, too hard, sot hard enough.
Mrs. Hugh (Lottie) Hurt of 601 Math, Bobby J. Toon-Health,
Atlanta, and
the Some day we've got to take up
the pilot should not be held Stubblefield, New Concord: Mrs. Vine Street, Murray; niece, Mrs. P.E., Coach, Mrs. Betty Ann through
too passionate, not passionate enough, too prolonged, toe
Helen Doron, Lynn Grove; Mrs.
Richmond train also detoured golf ourselves.
responsible:
brief. I if the girt likes you, she won't mind giving you a few
James E. Poole of Fort Rucker, Wagar-Special Education, Miss
around the big population
"He did all humanly possible, Glenna Harris, Faxon_
Ala.; nephew, Thomas Hurt of Phyllis Yewell-English and
pointers to improve your technique. If she doesn't like you
Lunch
centers of Greensboro, Winston They had us and Bill Moffett
Room
Personnel-Mrs
.
but the plane lost altitude
Sulphur, La.
that much--find another ed.
Spanish.
Salem, and Charlotte, NC working at the scoreboard and we
because of the fire consuming Moline Shrader, Mrs. Mary Lee,
Hazel; Mrs. Charlene Melvin,
Charlotte is the largest city in never would have made it without
one,
the
of
motors."
AUSTIN ELEMENTARY
DEAR ABBY: I have a friend who •Lis constantly asking
the help of Pete'Mod Frances
Mrs. Debris Boggess. Mrs.
the Carolinas.
Willie
F. Jackson=-Principal,
whomever he happens to be with to "lend" him a couple of
Crowds turned oat all along Hulse. Both are soi goiters
CHICAGO -Negro leader Dorothy Montgomery, Kirksey;
Mrs. Billie Faye Price-lst
dollars,-or a "five." His excuse is that he has to cash a
the routes of the two trains,,know quite a lot Awe.
- iBev. Jesse L. Jackson, calling Mrs. Iva Edwards, Mr. Dorothy
CZT.,.111-s. Donnie Q'oneir.-244d,
flit;
McClure*,
Mrs.
-Vmped
From
Ernestar
I)
'NorPail
apparently satisfied by the
for the suspension of FBI
Grade,
Mrs. Mary Ann Carterhim, No one doubts him, either, as this man is very
Army's assurances that the
director J. Edgar Hoover fot. man, Mrs. Rudy Tre,as, Mrs. Americana and wounded 345, 3r4 Grade, Mrs. Louise
Overby-'Chances
well-to-do.(He also never picks up a cheek when- he is by far
pf an accident are Ire
allegedly attempting to -white Gertrude White, Calloway; Mrs. but has since been manned by 4th Grade, Mrs.
Margaret
everybody,
but
the one in the-crowd who is best able to treat
mail" Dr. Martin Luther King Ernestine Hargis, Mrs. Mildred South Vietnamese artillerymen. Franklin-5th
Grade, Mrs.
that's another problem.]
Brandon, Mrs. Sue Brillian. Mrs, The North Vietnamese were
Jr. with wiretap tapes:
Locbie Christopher-6th Grade,
Abby, this man never makes an effort to repay any of
Carieval Atmosphere
"Mr. Hoover has stooped to Kathryn Cleaver„salino; Mrs. estimated to have more than Mrs. Thelma Warford-Spec
ial The 24-car Richmond
these "emergency" loans, and I for one am fed up with it.
the lowest rungs of viciousness Janice Adams, Mrs. Jane 100 mortars in the attack Education,
Miss Anna Elizabeth was greeted by waving
Now why would a man who is worth a fortune want to
and
maliciousness
in - his Morton, Mrs. Jean Barger, Lynn against O'Reilly.
Broach-Phys. Fitness, Mrs. as it crawled through
chisel in this manner? And if you can think of a good way to
underhanded dissemination of Grove; Mrs. Evelyn,- Burkeen,
Battle Kills 3 GIs
Jean Geurin-Art, Mrs. Joan country of Kentucky,
FED UP
get my money back, I'd appreciate it.
information regarding a de- Mrs. Mildred Geurin, Mrs. Field reports said three Wilson -Librarian
, Mrs. and Tennessee under
Estelle
Duncan,
Faxon:
Mrs. troopers, of the 25th Infantry
ceased man, Dr. Martin Luther
DEAR FED: Don't loot for any deep psychological
Margaret Porter-Vocal Music. skies Monday. Sold
Willadean Kirks, Mra, Ophelia Division were killed and six
King Jr.
reasons for your friend's behavior. He's just cheap. And the
pilot train in front
Geurin, Mrs. Muria] Wright, New wounded in a four-hour battle
best way I know to get something one bas coming to km is
CARTER ELEMENTARY
engine waved to
Concor.
with Communist troops Monday
re .
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